afcbrrtifrments.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW 4HVKRTIKKMKN

The Burrill National Bank
OF

Authorized

CORPORATIONS,

goods, etc.
C L Morang—Dry goods, boots and shoos.
C II (irlndal—Cl* slng-out sale.
.1 A Il^ynes—Meats, flsh and groceries.
Portland Me:
Mlanus motors.
New York:
R H Macy A Co.—Silk petticoats.
Frank A Munsey—The Scrap Book.

INDIVIDUALS,

OFFER EVERY
accommodation consistent with safe
and LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, National Shawmut Bank of Boston; National Commercial Bank, Albany, New York.
and

and

In

O.

W.

TARLEY,

ELLSWORTH.

PARTIES HAVING MONEY TO INVEST WILL FIND
IT TO THEIR ADVANTAGE TO CALL ON ME.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
For INSURANCE of

Charles H. Curtis has gone to Waltham
get out ship timber.
Miss Helen Adams left last week for a
short visit in Boston and vicinity.

Agents

Every Description.

The literature club will meet next Mon-

MIGHTY WELL BACKED UP 1
label, “Lawson Pink Tomatoes,” backs

goods themselves as being perfect fruit,
perfectly canned; we back up all that the label
stands for; the packers back up all the strongest
things we can say in favor of these goods.
up the

QUALITY you’re looking

for in Tomait
under
our
“Lawson
Pink”
toes, you’ll get
label. Ask us for “Lawson Pink” Tomatoes
next time.
You won’t be sorry.

kill the horse.

J. A.

HAYNES,

he

Floyd

&

Haynes Store,

I

can

possibly

The March

This

*1.00 and *1.25.

NOW

price

time.

an

YD‘

I

reduced to

each._
Ellsworth, Me.

1

There

is

employed

Earn

and

.60
.26

before her

3

Regular price,
Our price.

COLD

A

CAUTIONS.

The time to cure a cold is just as
soon as it makes its appearance.
Colds cannot cure themselves, and
delay is dangerous.

\

COLD TABLETS
and scientific

cure

for all

Colds, Grip, Coughs, Influenza, etc.
Their action is prompt and positive.
Don’t wait until you get a cold

$1.10

Goods carefully packed.

purchasing the remedy, but
buy a box of Kexall Cold Tablets
to-day and have them in readiness.
They only cost
before

No

25c. per Box,

LADIES’ DAY

Franklin Street

at

E- E.

panied by ladies.

DAINTY DAFFODILS

ELLSWORTH.

ABE HEBE,
FIRST flESSENQERS OF SPRINO,

P-to-date appointments.

a

Conveniently

located.
enjoy yourself.
IU^line 01 ^igars> Cigarettes and

Drop

and we positively guarantee them
1 to do all we claim or refund you
* your money.

afternoon and evening. Alleys will be
devoted exclusively to ladles. No gentlemen will be allowed unless accom-

DOYLE, Manager,

Fra,,kU“ Street,

Clark & Witham’s Bowling Alleys,

Every Tuesday and Friday,

POOL ROOM,

RARE TULIPS. TOO.

in and

j

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
You

can

the

telephone your order.

|Te.
|

I

|i

MOORE,^

PHARMACIST,

CORNER OPP. THE POST OFFICE.

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

ever

present

Justice L. A.

on a

before.

H. B.

the

cream-

owner

of

definite

a

Emery

distinguished body

of

is

men

one

chosen

of
as

the
an

auxiliary committee to secure contributions and papers in this country to be
read at the international medical congress

Lisbon, Portugal,
are

April

Other members of the committee are Ex-Supreme Court Judge WilW.
S.
liam H. Francis, of Montana;
Outten, chief surgeon of the Missouri Pacific Railway system; Surgeon-General
Nicholas Bonn, of Illinois; and Dr. H.
Edwin Lew'is, editor of the International
Journal of Surgery, of New' York.
The Lewiston Journal, in reporting the
funeral of O. H. Bradbury, at the Free
Baptist church in Auburn last Wednesday,
not

a

resident of

aibtrtisinitrutB.,

Kearns’
Knife
Will Get

Verdi

CorUs*
Selected
Selected

Jones", Coban

A=Foul of
Several More
Meat Prices
Next Sat.!

Werner

!

Bowdoln
Phi GUI,

(а)
(б)

Dancing

Pierce,’96
Mitchell, ’19

Beata,

follow the concert.

will

CHURCH NOTES.
METHODIST

EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P.

Simonton, pastor.
Friday, Feb. 23-Prayer service at 7.30.

Sunday,

—Morning service at
by the pastor.
Sunday
11.45.
Epworth league at 7.
Feb. 25

|

10.30.

!1

Pastor’s service at 7.30.

Sermon

school at
the

new

services at

All

church.

Bay side—Preaching Sunday

at 2 p.

m.

Mr. Simonton.

Come around next Saturday
(Feb. 24) and see what a lot of

Ladies’ circle will meet with Mrs. E. S.
Stevens Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. J. M. Adams,

“surprises”

pastor.

Au-

burn for several years, Mr. Bradbury had
a wide circle of friends in that city, and
by these he was remembered not only in
personal attendance but also w'ith a rich
profusion of floral tributes. In his personality the deceased was a most charm
ing man and exemplary citizen. His nature was exceedingly social and cordial,
and he was one w'ho made hosts of friends
whom he held with bands of iron. Ever

we

will have for

Sunday, Feb. 25—Morning service at
you in the meat line.
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.
Rev. S.

UNITARIAN.
W Sutton,

Sunday, Feb. 25—Service
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

FIB STEM, 10c

s

pastor.
at 10.30

a. m.

will be

BAPTIST.

a

11

of the

bargains;
promise you right now
that you’ll find this truly delicious, truly good and choice
and

one

we

Killam, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 25-Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at meat.
7.
Evening praise and preaching service
Rev. P. A. A.

Many

at 7.30.
Bible

study

and

prayer service at 7.30

Friday evening.

cut
The

flowers of triumph

are

other

offerings

watered by

at

special meat
proportionately

prices!

tears.

19.

country.

“Although

—*■

Glee Club

intended for the

medico-legal sections of that congress,
and the subjects will embrace medicolegal, military, naval and railway surgery
consists of
j and hygiene. The committee
about twenty medico-legal experts in this

says:

Q.

running again

proposition
men mentioned above,
and plans are now on foot to bring negotiations to the desired close.

to held at

are a new

[FLOYD MARKET7

Phillips,

These contributions

...

Out-of-town orders promptly filled.

it

and fair weather

Thursday, Feb. 22, at Hancock hall
by Bowdoin college glee club, followed by dance.
Monday, March 19, at Odd Fellows hall,
Ellsworth, afternoon and evening—Convention of District 13, of the I. O. O. F.
encampments of Maine.
Concert

College songs,

Masons’ convention
With good travelling
is expected that 3C0 to
in attendance. The
held at Odd Fellow’s
work in the afternoon

Ellsw’orth.

vention.

Chapman

Mr Johnson
Selections-From "Little Johnny
Mandolin Club
The Two Roses.

own.

!

ifl.31

...

Saved at Floyd Market,

in

Wednesday, Feb 21, at Baptist vestry—
George Washington reception and social
ble, under auspices of Y. P. S. C. EL
Adults, 15 cents; children, 10 censt*
Wednesday, Feb. 21, at Hancock hall—
Coffee party under auspices of St. Joseph’s
Catholic society.
Thursday, Feb. 22, afternoon and eveiv*
ing at Ellsworth—Masonic district con-

Selected

Solo,

To-morrow will be

day

COMING EVENTS.

Atk.nson

solo,
Mr

last summer,

weeks

! to set the creamery
basis than
better

M

M andola

A.

Ellsworth creamery. Progress in this
direction is being made. The superintendent of a large concern which is now
in
ope rating five creameries in Maine, wras
Ellsworth last week to inspect the buildings and equipment. He found tnese satisfactory and it only needs the cooperation
of the farmers and people of Ellsw orth

.12
.10
.10
.10
.10
.26
.46
-30
.26
.26
.30

1-2 lb. can Baker’s Cocoa,
lbs. Soda Crackers,

.20

Ralph Cayting
My Dime,"
r E Constantine
F O Morrill

her short residence here made

during

ery, has received
from the creamery

Corn,
Peas,
Chocolate,

3 cans
2 cans
1-2 lb.

Judge John

many friends. The death of a sister, Miss
Anna Harmon, occurred just two weeks

I

1 lb. Seeded Raisins,
1-4 lb. Pepper,
1-4 lb. Cloves,
1-4 lb. Ginger,
1-4 lb. Cassia,
6 Bars Lenox Soap,

.25
.40
.60
.30
.25
.24

Central Give Me Hack

was

the

dollar by baying this bill of groceries
at the Floyd Market. The prices named are
what you are paying elsewhere:

fl.10

of

Harmon

rise council, Daughters of Liberty, last
400 Masons will be
Thursday evening, was not largely atconvention w’ill be
tended, owing to the severe storm. Those
hall. There will be
who did attend had an enjoyable evening.
and evening. Supper will be served at
A dinner was served by the council at the
6 o’clock and again at midnight. The
Odd Fellows hall the following day.
local committee of arrangements, three
Officers of Acadia chapter, Royal Arch from each of the Ellsworth lodges, is as
were
last
installed
evening. follows: E. S. Means, Edgar Moore and
Masons,
Grand Scribe James E. Parsons was in- Capt. W. P. Woodward from Lygonia; W.
with
Past
Priest
J. II Dresser, H. W. Morang and John A.
High
stalling officer,
W.Nealley as grand captain of the host. Stuart from Esoteric.
The new officers are: Arno W. King, E.
A number of farmers in the vicinity of
H. P.; John F. Knowlton, K.; John H.
Ellsworth are storing more ice than usual
in anticipation of the early opening of

a

20 lbs.
Sugar,
pkg. Graham Flour,
[b.
b. 8. & p. Cream
Tartar,
J
Jib. Best Tea,
J-'lb. pckg, (tolled Oats,
1 lb.
Coffee,
2 fits.
Yellow-eyed Beans,
5 lbs. Salt
Pork,
1 bottle
Ext. Vanilla,
1 bottle
Ext. Lemon,

in the office

Peters here several

now an

DOLLAR EARNED

A

Miss

■

Entire Circle
Opening overture,
“What You Goto’ lo do When the Rent Comee
Alfred Emms
Around,"
"Would You Care,"
Dolor Velleaux
William O Moore
‘•King of the Deep Am I,"
"The Hoodoo Man,"
Harold E Moon
Willis Sumner
“Nobody Just Like You,”
“Thai** a Habit That 1 Never Had,"

to learn of the

pained

were

| Harmon, of Castine.

dollar saved

jis

1

Friends here

The dance and supper given by Sun-

TEN DOZ. PETTICOATS,

*

First Part.

death on Monday of Miss Mary Harmon,
oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M. J.

electrolier in the
centre of the church, and this will be put
in order and used, and additional lights
and fixtures will be installed.

$1.98

[a

for

Baptist church is to be rewired for
electric lights, in place of the kerosene
lights which have been in use for some

Were.*3.50, *3.00 and *2.50.

C. L. MORANC,

preparing

The

to close.

ABOUT FIFTY DRESS SKIRTS.

98 cents

is

A

served.

*1.25, *1.00 and ~5c yard.

27 2C

social committee of the Con-

pretty parlor play will
be presented. The date has not
been
definitely fixed. Refreshments will be

ONE LOT OF SILKS.
Were

so.

gregational society

WRAPPERS.
were

do

entertainment.

—=69c.Flannelettes and Percales,

example and

an

the Lincoln serthe relief corps at
Heading,
vice at the Methodist church Sunday
Mr Mlkel'ky
same
church
in
the
At
the
| Beware,
morning.
!
Double
Quartette
in
was
a
concert
observance
evening there
of the anniversary of the Freedman’s Aid ! Miserere— From 11 Trovatore.
Mandolin Clun
and Southern Educational society. The
Second Part.
Sunday school and church societies united -tasandne Flowers,
in this service.
Mr Pike an Glee Club

There will be no festival chorus rehearsal this week. At the meeting next week
—Thursday evening, March 1—it is important that every member attend who

36 Main St., ELLSWORTH.

LADIES’

the silent tear above

Nobody,"
day evening with Mrs. Cart is R. Poster.
The republican caucus for the nomina- “Starlight,"
Scott Jones
E. K. Hopkins was called to New York tion of a candidate for mayor wL4 be held Grand finale
Entire Circle
on
business.
He will return at Hancock hall next Friday afternoon at
Second Part.
Saturday
this week.
3 o’clock. Ward caucuses for wards 1,2, frustrated song—“Lead Kindly Light,"
Mrs
E
J
Walsh and Charles P Halpln
Philip H. Sheridan council worked the 3 and 5 will immediately follow' the genLiving Pictures—“It Is Incoming" and "Rock
initiatory degree on live candidates last eral caucus at the 9ame place. Ward 4
of Ages".
will hold its caucus the same afternoon At
Thursday night.
Bass Solo—"Down In the Depth*,"
J. F. Knowlton and E. E. Rowe attended Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
J A Cunningham
the meeting of the grand lodge A. O. U.
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. have bought Living I tetures—"Two la Company, three a
Crowd” and "Twilight and Hope."
'the quarter interest of Capt. William Pratt
W. in Portland last week.
Illustrated song—“The Wearing of the Green/
The ladies’ auxiliary of the Congrega- in the schooner Lnln W. Eppes, and are
Mrs E J Walsh and Charles P Halpln
tional church will meet with Mrs. Austin now sole owners of the vessel. Capt.
Dancing will follow. Ice-cream, coffee,
Pratt has purchased from Rockland parH. Joy, Tuesday at 3 o’clock.
ties the centreboard schooner W.
D. cake and candy will be on sale.
Elba W. Mayo, of Brewer, a former resiMangani, of eighty-nine tons, which will
dent of this city, with his wife, is visiting
be added to the Ellsworth fleet in the
Bowdoin Glee Concert.
old friends here for a few* days.
spring.
The concert by the Bowdoin college glee,
City hose company is planning for its
Charles C. New’hall, a well-known resi- mandolin end guitar clubs will take place
annual Easter Monday concert and ball,
dent of North Ellsworth for many years, at Hancock hall to-morrow evening. The
which will fall this year on April 10.
died Saturday at the home of Olin Heath concert is given under the management of
The Unitarian woman’s alliance will in Orland, where he had been living for several young ladies of Ellsworth. The
meet at the parsonage Wednesday after- some months
past. Mr. New'hall’s age was I programme is as follows:
noon, Feb. 28. The topic will be “Sunday; seventy-two years. Funeral services were
First Part.
Shall we lose the holy day in the holiday?” held at the chapel in North Ellsworth Opening fong (college).Fogg,’02
Glee, Mandolin and Guitar Clubs
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the
A. D. Stuart lost his horse “Peanuts” Tuesday,
Song of the Triton
.Mollay
this week. The horse stepped on an iron Ellsworth Methodist church, officiating.
Glee Club
rake some time ago, and from the wround
There was a good attendance of mem- Jovial
Justus Rmglebea
Joe,
lockjaw developed. It was necessary to bers of Wm. H. H. Rice post G. A. R. and
Mandolin Club

TOMATOES-

If it is

drop

Such lives are
never, never die.”

Coffee Party To-night.
The coffee party under the auspices of
St. Joseph’s Catholic society will take
place this evening at Hancock hall. A
minstrel show by the Ogslallah club, of
Bangor, will constitute the first part. The
programme follows:

There will be a George Washington
reception and sociable at the Baptist
vestry this evening, under the auspices of
the Y. P. 8. C. E. There will be an interesting programme, appropriate to the occasion, followed by a social hour, during
which there will be a charade contest.
Refreshments will be served.

to

Fire, Life, Accident, Liability and Surety, Burglary and Plate Glass Insurance.
Surety Bonds of all descriptions furnished on short notice,
and all at the lowest rates possible.
or
telephone Rooais 2 sad J First N«t. Bank Bldg.. 4 Main $t.f Ellsworth. Me
Cell. writ*

The

effect December 4, 1906.

who will

bier.

can

The democratic city caucus will be held
the municipal court room in Hancock
hall this evening at 7.30 o’clock, to nominate a candidate for mayor. Caucuses of
wards 1, 2 and 5 will Immediately follow
the general caucus at the same place.
Wards 3 and 4 will hold their caucuses in
their respective wards.

MAILS HECKIVKD.

INSURANCE and INVESTMENTS.

family
his

At

From West—7.16 a m, 6.1S p ro.
From East—1140 a m, 5.30 and 10.17 p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFIOM.
Going East—7 a m and 5.30 p in.
Going West—11 .SO a m, 5 and 9 pm.
No Sunday mall.

(S/1 E

manly character will long
The world has been made better
for his living and heaven has been made
richer by his death. Affectionate, gentle
and kindly, there are others besides his
his virtues and

remain.

congress for uniform divorce laws as one
of the representatives appointed to the
congress by Gov. Cobb. The other representatives from Maine are Hon. Charles F.
Libby, of Portland, and Hon. Frank M.
Higgins, of Limerick.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

*

with whom he came into contact. Such a
nature can never die, and the memory of

Washington,

AT ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICE.

&DDfTU9Cm*!UiH

ready and willing to make sacrifices for
others, he won the love and respect of all

Attorney-General H. E. Hamlin is in
D. C., attending the national

—

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF

FIRMS

WEEK.

Whiting Bros—Meat*, vegetables, groceries,
flour, dry goods, etc.
Patrick Kenrnt»
Meats, groceries, canned

pioneer National Bank

of Ellsworth, Maine.

THIN

Arthur W. Greely, treasurer;
James PI. Parsons, secretary; Harvard C.
Jordan, C. E.; Albert L. Witham, P. 8.,
Marks Hertz, R. A. C.; Martin M. Moore,
M. 3 V., M. Y. McGown, M. 2 V.; J. P.
Eldridje, M. 1V.; J. P. Siinonton, chaplain; F. W. Billington, sentinel.

Tho Wabash Rail road Co.
Nhii’iiiHii—National Surety Co.
.1 tj Floyd—New market

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

to commence business October 24,1887, the

rs

Brimmer, S.;

Patrick

MOSEV

Society Floral Emblem*
are al way* correct.
Arid re** It A It HARBOR only.
Open ail the year ’round.

WE PUFF Our Ooodm Becauma they

arm

Worth Puffing.

The Best Puffs

_

come from
who are
smoking them. We believe
»
we can prove this to

Given

our

our

Cigars

customers

if you
will give us
the chance.

^

1

you

p

our

Kearns,

Ellsworth, Maine.

—

or

that

STANDARD BRANDS

cigars

Can

5-C«nt
Others tor

more

Cigars—10-Cent Cigars.

money, but

nothing better

at the

When the blood is poor.
When the weak need strength.
Try VINOL. We guarantee it.

A.

PARCHER.

money.

fllutual Benefit (Column.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

Prayer Martins Topic For (he Week

EDITED

lleKlnninK Feb. -V.

“Helpful

Its Motto:

By REV. S. H. DOYI.E.
Topic.—Neestma and missions in Japan.

BY "AUNT

and

Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful
Being fur the com non good. H Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits

—Isa. 1. 4-10.

In the last verse of the topical refer
ence Isaiah, the prophet, asks the question: "’Who is among you that feareth
the Lord, that obcyeth the voice of Liis
servant, that walketh in darkness and
hath no light? Let him trust In the communications, ami its success depends largely
Com
on the support given it In this respect
name of the Lord and stay upon his
munlcations must be signed, but the name of
GcxL” Until a few years ago It could be writer will not be pi luted except by permission
will i>e subject to approval or
said of japan that she walked in dark- Communications
by the editor of the column, but none
The nation was rejection
ness and had no light.
will be rejected without good reason- Address
all communications to
properly classed among the heathen
The American,
nations of the world. Her doors were
Ellsworth, Me.
Closed to Christianity and to modern
civilization. Buddhism. Confucianism,
THE WEAVER.
Taoism, religions of darkness, were the
Betide the loom of Ute 1 stand
And watch the busy shuttle go;
religious of the people, and what Japan
The threads I hold within my hand
needed was to know God, “to trust in
Make up the filling, strand on strand.
the name of the Lord and stay upon
They slip my fingers through, and so
And the last half century
hit God."
This
web of mine fills out space.
adhas been marked by a marvelous
While 1 stand over in my place,
vance from darkness Into light, from

Ignorance into knowledge.

One time the woof is smooth and fine
And c lored «ith a sunny dye;
Again the threads to roughly twine
And weave so darkly line on line
My heart misgives me. Then would I
t ain lo e this web-begin anew—
But that, alas? 1 cannot do.

The war with Russia has especially
resulted In giving Japan a high place
among the nations of the world. A well
known missionary recently said, ”1
thought I knew something about Japan. but I must confess that this war
has revealed in her a wealth of power

Some day the web will all be done.
The shuttle quiet In its place.
From out my hold the threads be run;
And friends at setting of the sun
Will come to look upon my face
And say
"Mistakes she made not few
Yet wove, perchance, as best she knew”
From Charity.

beyond my most sanguine expectations." The great want
of Japan at such a supreme moment Is
more knowledge of God and more Implicit trust in God. That Christianity
and

resource

has had much to do in making the
Island empire what it is cannot be denied, end If this be true much more
does Japan need Christ today to keep
her front the pitfalls that always endanger a nation In Its hour of greatest
success. The clock has struck the hour
In Japan. The Christian church should
realize Its opportunities and responsibilities and should rise to them with
such power that Japan may soon be led
Into the complete light of the gospel of

—

There is

the last line of

for a most aggressive movement to win
Japah for Christ at this most providential
Japan needs
opportunity.
Christ and Christ needs Japan as a
light to the orient. Let us make it our
earnest prayer that Japan may be
won, that to the other nations of the
east she may be the Land of the Rising
Sun of Righteousness and may light
them to Him as their deliverer from ig
noranee and darkness.

“A good many husbands are entirely spoiled
by mismanagement in cooking, and so are not
tender and good. Some women keep them too
constantly in hot water; others freeze them;

others put them in a stew; others roast them;
others keep them constantly in a pickle. It can
not be supposed any husband will be good and
tender managed In this way, but they are really
delicious when properly treated.
"Don’t keep him in the kettle by force, as he
will stay there himself if proper care is taken.
If he should splutter or frizz, don't be anxious;
some husbands do this.
Add a little sugar lu
the form of what confectioners call "kisses",
but no vinegar or pepper on any account. A
little spice Improves him, but it must be used
with Judgment. Do not try something sharp to
see if he is becoming tender. Stir him
gently
the while, lest he lie too long in the kettle and
become flat and tasteless. If you follow these
directions you will find him very digestible,
agreeing nicely with you, and he will keep as
long as you want.”
Melissa.

HEADINGS.

Isa. ii. 1-3; ix, 1-7; lii, 7; xxxv, 1-7;
Matt iv. 12-16; v. 14-16; Acts i, 1-12;
lx, 1-8: Eph. v. 8. 14; Rev. xxi, 23. 24.
The

Work

me

With

the

Children.

urge upon

Eye* Wide Open.
Was there ever so perfect an organization as the Y. P. S. C. E.? It is no !
inanimate piece of machinery.
It
thinks, speaks and acts. It watches
and works. It is human to the core,
and there it is divine. The executive
committee Is Its brains, the musical
committee Its voice, the prayer meet- 1
ing committee its heart, the social
committee Its hand grasp, the flower
committee its aesthetic faculty, the missionary committee its pocket and the
lookout committee its eyes. There you
have it—a man redeemed, intelligent,
Here is a welcome to a new-comer who
cordial, artistic, generous, wide awake! has brought a helpful spirit with her by
—Rev. W. H. O. Temple in Irish En- furnishing a recipe which was called for.
deavorer.
Remember you are one of us now.
Dear Aunt Madge:

|

Prison

Endeavor.

Hie three Endeavor societies in the
Frankfort (Ky.i penitentiary recently
conducted a successful Bible contest in
which twenty-six men took part, and
each was given a handsome Bible. In
all 11,155 verses were memorized. A
second contest closed Thanksgiving.
The prison Endeavorers prepared a
Christmas tice.

Nervous Women
increase of

ner-

?

How often dowe
hear the expression, “I am so nervous. it seems as if
l should fly;*’ or.
l'’I>on*t soeak to

_

The next session of Rural sewing circle
held March 1 instead of Feb. 28, as
the
on that date the birthday clubmeetsat

only
was
•was

illness of

days, of pneumonia. Mrs. Cole
nearly eighty three years old. She
twice married; her first husband was

the second Thomas
and
leaves four sons
Mrs. Cole
Cole.
and three daughters, namely: Samuel
Pearl Kane, of Kansas; John Warren
Kane, of Bluehill; NewellSj. Kane, of
Surry; George E. Kane, of Boston; Mrs.
Kane,

I have

been

interested in the M. B. C. fora

long time, and often wished I da reel

venture a

men, starting
ing from East,

out in the

flowers

beautiful

some

all

III. 4L

HANCOCK.

night.

C.

H. Abbott and wife, of North Sullivan,
in town

Miss

guests of Ernest Rice and wife.
Will not the volumes of letters from
The ladies’ aid society will meet with
women made strong by Lydia E. PinkMrs. W’alter Hodgkins Thursday afterham’s Vegetable Compound convince noon. A
large attendance is desired.
all women of its virtues ? Surely you
W’illiam D. Hurd, professor of agriculcannot wish to remain sick, weak
and discouraged, exhausted each day, ! ture of the U. of M., will speak on “Ecowhen you can be as easily cured as nomic Cattle Feeding”, at town hall
other women.
Thursday evening, Feb. 22. The lecture
will be

under

the

auspices

of

worked

on

gird

Degree

Chiefs

*

as

two

can-

and

dancing.

There

were

no

stumps

at this

and

vacant

ant

C.
BUCKSPORT.

Joshua P. Hooper died last Wednesday
morning after a comparatively short illness,
aged eighty-three
years. Mr.
was one

of the most

respected

and

j

glad

not

imagine

how

we all are to hear from
you, and your
letter is very interesting. One letter which
will appear next week (with others) contains an inquiry for Grandma G.
Thanks
to all for their good letters.
Aunt Madge.
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EASTERN

fight against

resub-

vVe cannot vote, but we do have
a mighty influence in the State, led by our
brave commander, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens.
I rejoice to see Doctor Grindle is alive to
the issue.
Now, for one, I have faith in
the good old republican party, that has
done all that has been done for prohibition in Maine, and I do not believe it will
unite with the democrats or the rum power
in

their

State convention
this year.
it do so, where would the differof choice be?

Should

Bar Harbor Sunday
evening to attend service at St. Saviour’s
church.

\ Mary’s choir,

drove

to

Mrs. Sarah Foster very pleasantly entertained a party of friends at whist last

Saturday evening.

Favors

were

awarded

C. E. Monohon and Mrs. Foster.
refreshments were served.

Dainty

Arouse, sisters! arouse!

given

talents you
us more, for as
strength be.

WINTER SCHEDULE.
Two

Trips A Week.

Steamer* leaves Bar Harbor Morula?* and
1 hurwlays at 9 a m touching at Seal Harbor,
N» rt» ea*“ H*rboi Southwest Harbor, Stoning,
ton connecting at Rockland with *t**amer for
Bortoa.
Steamer leaves Bluehlll Monday* ar ! Thursday* at 9 a ra for South Bluehlll, Brookiln, Sedgwick, L*er Isle, Sargentville, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting wltb steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5pa.
From Rockland Wednesday* and Saturdays it
SO a m. touching at Slonlngton. Sombwcrt
Harbor, Northeast Haroor and seal Harbor,
From Rockland Wednesday* and Satordayut
5 V' a m. touching at Dark Harbor, Sargentrllle,
l»eer Me, Sedgwick, Brookiln, South Bluehlll
aud Bluehlll.
From West Tremnnt Monday*
AM car><o, except live stock, *la the rteamen
of tola Company, Is lLiumi a*alnt-t dre and
marine r1*k.
F. S. Sherman, Gen'l Agent. Rockland. Me.
« ai.rik
AUSTIN. V. |». A uen’i Mai-axer,
Foster'* Wharf, Boston, Mass.
1

Professional CatSs.
F. SIMON TON, M. D.

P#

PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

(J. M. Hale bouse).
STREET, ELLSWORTH. ME

Office and Resldeuce
No. 60 MAIN

TKLJtrno.NE.

Ab&rrttsonrnts.

I’se all the God-

have, and God will give
the day so shall our
Julia A. Chatto.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
The

Willard union and Y’s combined

in the annual commemorative
meeting on
Sunday evening, Feb. 11. The programme
included readings by several, solo by Dr.
George Neal, with guitar accompaniment,
original essay on “What the Y’s can Do”,
and “What the Y’s Have Done”, by Mrs.

Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of the
city, one block east of Rroad-

Louise Freeman and Miss Esther Dixon,

several
musical
selections, quotations
from Frances Willard, with addresses
by
the Rev. Messrs. Aldrich and Lawrence.

iHctncu.

A

two blocks south

way,

from

Madison Square. House newly
decorated and refurnished.
Rates Jjll.OO per day and up-

J. M. M.

ward, European plan.

Unique Record.

Not Another Like

It in

Our Broad

Edward Coyne & Co.
F. S. Willard MU-

Republic.
To give positive

home

testimony

in

every locality is of itself unanswerable
proof of merit; but when we add to this
the continued

endorsement from people
who testified years ago, no evidence can
be stronger. An Ellsworth citizen
gratefully acknowledges the good received
from Doan's Kidney
Pills, and when time
has tested the cure we find the same
hearty
endorsement, with added enthusiasm and
continued praise. Cases of this kind are
plentiful in the work of Doan’s Kidney
Pills, and such a record is unique in the
annals of medicine.
Mrs. Mary E. Tate, living two miles out
on the Shore
Road, Ellsworth, Me., says:
“In praising and
recommending Doan’s
Kidney Pills I not only base my opinion
upon my own experiences, but also upon
experiences of my friends who have used
this remedy with the most beneficial results. In 1902 I said I had a
steady pain
across the small of
my back and inflammation of the bladder w'hich was
painful
aud distressing.
One of my neighbors
recommended Doan’s
Kidney Pills as being good for such ailments, and upon her
advice I went to E. G.
Moore’s drug
More, formerly Wiggin & Moore’s, and
obtained Doan’s
Kidney Pills. I never
uud anything that was so
effective.
It
ac.ed directly
upon the kidneys and cured
th backache and
allayed the inflammation
in u short time.
Since then I have advised
ma:./of my friends and acquaintances to
use .his
remedy.
Fo. sale by all dealers.
Price

Frightfully Burned.
Feb. 19.
M.
Most of us are wonderful economists
Chas. W. Moore, a machinist, of Ford when it comes to
a little goodness
making
In
a fast
and clean game the Gilman
City, Pa., had his hand frightfully burned ; go a long way. We hate to waste it, or to
in an electrical furnace.
He
applied : show it when we know it will not be high school defeated Bar Harbor Juniors
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve with the usual | appreciated. But Marivaux
60 cents.
put a large
F jst r-Milburn
result:
“a
and
quick
perfect cure.” truth into a brief epigram,
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
To t'uiti h Co(cl iu One I>*y
Greatest healer on earth for Burns, I when he said: "In this world nevertheless,
for
agents
the
necesis
United
it
States.
LAXATIVE ttitOMo Quinine Tah>i* I
Wounds, Sores, Eczema and Piles. 25c at ! sary to be a little too good in order to be Take
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
Drugjrlftts refund mouey If it fullsiu cure. l. i\
E. G. Moore’s, Druggist.
i good enough.”—Great
GBOVK’S signature is on each box. 31c.
Thoughts.
no other.
_

Com pan),

Steamship

Poca-|

Hooper

can

j

a

Feb. 19.

early housekeeping.

Grandma G., you

ourselves for the

meeting,
very pleas-, ence
evening is reported.
Let us not be ('aught napping, but read
The degree team of Elinee council, ac- ! the
many good things written by the able
J companied by several of the members, pens of those who are in the fray-read
went to Bar Harbor Wednesday evening, them in our union
meetings, read them in
Feb. 14, and Sullivan Thursday evening,
our homes, talk them at our social gatherFeb. 15, and with credit to themselves as- ings, at our tea
parties, whist parties,
sisted the great chief of? records, W. E. !
everywhere, till the children take up the
St.John, in instituting councils of
and
the very air we breath is
refrain,
hontas at I oth places. The team is com- : laden with the
fragrance of our heartof Maude
posed
Bowden,
prophetess;
felt earnestness.
j
Maude Stratton, Pocahontas; Myra Moon,
Why not ask the people of Maine to do
1 Wenonah;
A. B. Crabtree, Powhatan;
away with the marriage law, because there
Lizzie Crabtree and Nellie Crabtree, are so many
divorces, then see the fun of
scouts; Clara Johnson and Lydia Joy, run- the scrambling of the old companions
(
when the law is restored?
ners; Lula Crabtree and Bertha Foss,
Let all know we have no use for resubcouncilors; Bessie Walker, Effie Cook, mission of any of the good laws of Maine
Edith Keif, Lottie Wooster, warriors.
to please inhabitants
of other states.

j

Northeast Harbor, Feb. 8,1906.
Dear Sisters of the M. B. Column:
1 have taken great pleasure In reading of the
pleasure trips of some of the sisters; but as 1
canno: dtscribe my ten days' ride, being too
young to remember much of it, I thought, for
the amusement and
perhaps benefit of my
young friends who read the column, I would
give some of the pleasures and happiness of my

** *

j

to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. I* AT. a.
F.
GEO.
EVANS.
Vice Pres, and Gent Manaa^r

mit sion.

Painola

didates by Omaha tribe, I. O. of R. M.,
Friday evening, followed by a banquet.
A social hour was then passed in smoking

■

_

i*o*»o

(&0IMIHII.

East Surry, Feb. 15, 1906.
Dear White Ribbonera:
Again the time is at hand when we must

-| grange, and will be free.

few words of thanks to all the sisters who have
done so much for the benefit of those who read
for the good that they can get.
Have tried the fl<h ba Is by H O. B., and Iked
j
them very much. Hope that the cook-book will
soon be out, for I am anxious for one; al-o have :
been much irtere*ted in the vacations of the
sisters this fall. I know how good it seem6 to
I took
g t away from cares fora few weeks.
mlneln the early summer and received great
j
benefit from It. I read of the reunion at Con.
tentlon Cove and feh it was a great success
wished 1 could have been one of the nnmber as
1 know several of the sisters who were there.
1 noiiced several weeks ago semeone wished
fora rerip* for Indian pudding. I have one,
that I like very much ana think It Is nice when*
Indian Pudding—One quart of milk, four
two thirds cup of molasses, salt. ;?eald half the milk, sift the meal
Into the hot milk, add molasses and sail,
rut
into biking dish, add the cold milk, do not stir.
Bake two and one-ball hours In a slow oven.
Yvonne.

BANGO
...

Sunday.
Nancy Abbott and Galen Young
spent Sunday at Prospect Harbor, the editor.]
were

and it has worked wonders for me.
“I am a well woman, my nervousness is all
gone and my friends say I look ten years
younger.

tabieepoot luls of meal,

<£. II.

| The editor Invites secretaries of local union-*
of the W. (J. T. 17. In Hancock county, and
white ril-boners generally, to contribute to Ihlcolumn reports of meetings or Items that will be
of Interest to workers In other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
but It needs some effort on the part of W. O. T
D. women to make It so. It Is a column of theli
making, not ours, and will be what they make
It.
Items and communications should be short,
and are. of course, subject to approval of the

_

“f had three doctors and got no better, and
I was advised to try
life was a burden.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,

are 4) cents a dozen.

HA ICHOR TO

Ellsworth

friends

from

the Sunday school of East Surry.
She was laid to rest beside her first husband, John Kane, at Jarvis hill, Surry.
C.
Feb. 19.

backcould
ache, headache, loss of
not sleep and would walk the floor almost

eggs

West, North and South,
in their principles for

BAB

BAR HARBOR..
Sorrento...
Sullivan.
»ti Hearrt Ferry.
It jo:
WaukeaKSFy. It
Hancock.
11120
Franklin Road. til 37
Waah'irton -lunc.
II 39
ELLSWORTH.
11.6
ElU.orttl rails. tlioi

...

and

prostration,
appetite. I

—

professions,

com-

Commencing Dec. 4. 19or>.

*4
established
i,
advancement of equal rights.
.«n
8
Fy
6 a
“How I wish the readers of The Ameri- Wnukeag.
III I>esert Ferry.
can could have listened to our wtlcome, ! .Sullivan
Hannah Hasenclever,Mrs.Sabrina Stevens, and to the addresses of Mrs. Julia Ward Sorrento..
BAR HARBOR. I
43,"735
and Mrs. Martha Hamilton, of Surry, and Howe, Miss Susan B. Anthony and Miss
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and s.13
one half-brother, Stephen Chatto, of BlueClara Barton!”
tn, and arriving KIU worth 11 .16 a m, 10.17 d »
*
The hospitality of the citizens of Balti- connect with Washington Co Ry.
hill, and one half-sister, Mrs. Hannah
fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
more was profuse, no pains or expense
Giles, of Brooklin.
These trains connect at Bangor with throuik
Funeral services were held at her home being spared to give the delegates the best
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland Bet
Sunday afternoon, Rev. J. D. McGraw, of the city affords in the way of entertain- ton and St. John.
the Methodist church, of which she was ment.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procart
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
were
There
a
member, officiating.

Nothing will relieve this distressing
condition nnd prevent months of prostration and suffering so surely as Lvdia
E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound.
Mrs. M. E. Shotwell, of 103 Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y,f writes:
“I cannot express the wonderful relief I
have experienced by taking Lvdia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I suffered for

every

an

three

John

tration.

nervous

DEBORAH COLE DEAD.
Deborah Cole, one of our aged and
citizens, died at her home at

respected

one

Maine’s delegates to the recent annual
—the
thirty-eighth convention of the
woman
National
suffrage association,
writes entertainingly of the event, the
remarkable success of which was due, she
magnificent combination of
says, to a
talent and ar ility seldom assembled.
“It quite astonishes'an old attendant
upon these conventions,” she continues,
“to meet such numbers of young, intelligevt, well-educated women, and young

MRS.

Contention Cove Feb. 15, after

Suffrage Convention.

Abby M. Fulton, of Ellsworth,

of

Mrs. Cnarles Johnson, in honor
her seventy-fiTst birthday.

Mrs.

Woman
Dr.

home^of

make you irritable ; you can t sleep,
and cal misyou are unable to quietly
perform your daily tasks or care for
your children.
The relation of the nerves and generative organs in woman is so close
that nine tenths of the nervoua prostration, nervous debility, the blues,
sleeplessness and nervous irritability
arise from some derangement of the
organism which makes her a woman.
Fits of depression or restlessness and
irritability ; spirits easily affected, so
that one minute she laughs, the next
minute weeps ; pain in the abdominal
region* and between the shoulders;
loss of voice; nervous dyspepsia; a
tendency to cry at the least provocation-all these point to nervous pros-

with

j

will be

of

long time

an

Winchester left Monday morning
for Dedham with his team to haul wood.
Seymour Wardwell and wife, of Penobscot, with their son and daughter, visited and
twenty minute halves. Goals from
Mr. Wardwell's sister,Mrs. S. J. Treworgy,
field, A. Reynolds, three; E. Tracey, three;
and
Sunday.
Saturday
Wescott, four. Goals from foul, B. AnDr. Clough, of Bangor, again visited the
derson, two; A. Reynolds, two; Jack Reyas
the
week
last
guest
smelt tents of Surry
nolds, two.
of Winfield Treworgy, He was rewarded
Spec.
Feb. 19.
catch.
with a fine day and a good

Can we dispute
the well-known
* f act that American

a

granted

pension.

D. W.

A MEDICINE THAT CURES

vous

the first half, but * eakened towards
end of the game. The teams were:
Gilman high school Jack Reynolds, rf;
Edwin Tracey, If; A. Reynolds, c; C. Manchester, rb; lister Lurvey, lb. Bar Harbor Y. M. C. A. Juniors-A. McFarland,
lb; S. Carter, rb; B Anderson, c; Wescott,
If; B. Brewer, rf. Score: G. H. 8., 16; Bar
Harbor, 14. Referee, Shaw. Time, fifteen
in

EAST SURRY.
Otis E. Sinclair'has been

Perhaps Unsuspected

are

nthor oage*

the

Their Suffering's Are UsualV
Due to Female Disorders

women

«"

1 was nlntieeu and one half years old when I
best-known citizens of Bucksport. For
moved In my new home. It was situated on a
many years he had carried on a tailoring
cross road In a b<ick settlement, ten miles lrom
establishment here, and was held
in
any village and postoffice. A little & ot was
chopped down to build the house lu. There high esteem by his fellow citizens. He
was prominent in masonic circles, and was
were hemlock trees left standing for the bark.
also a member of the First Congregational
Once 1 was called to the door re-dy to run if
the tree couldn't be kept from falling on the church. He leaves two sons and two
bouse, which then seemed impossible.
daughters..
Now to describe the house. The frame was
The Bucksport correspondent of the
set on blockings, boarded, and roof shingled,
News says: The republicans have
partitioned off with rough boards just aB they Bangor
We are pleased to hear from Melissa,
been quietly at work, and it is now rucame from the mill; cleat doors of the same
after her long silence, though like other
materia', wooden latches, with the time honored mored that they have agreed upon the
old contributors, she is always counted "laich
string". This Is a description of the following to lead the ticket for selectmen,
in with the mutuals. Here is also
bouse
when 1 went into It, and when 1 stepped
another,
George D. Crane, Frederick Wood and
Aunt Rose, who is one of us, though with in I jumped up aDd down, and exclaimed "I am Charles F.
Tillock, and Alvah B. Ames for
many cares, she has not of late found time athome!"|and 1 was at home lor fifty years. town clerk.
These men have all served
My floors were uDplaued boards, too. 1 washed
tp write us.
the town in these places before with credit
and scoured them and spread sand over them,
Dear Aunt Madge:
when my work was done.
I swept the sand to to themselves and benefit of the taxpayers.
I have beeu thinking for a long time about m ke it look
The board is now made up as follows:
carp.t like, but mostly in herring
writing to you and sending a short letter to the bone.
Frank F. Smith, Calvin O. Page and
M. U. C., but i don't seem to get much time to
Now for the broom. I was eurr unded with Charles F. Tillock. Mr. Smith has served
write. 1 have so many cares, and lots of
of
material.
All
1
had to do wa* to ko two years and C. O. Page one year, but
plenty
writing to do. 1 tbluk those who write for the into the bush and gather a lew
spruce boughs, neither of them will accept another nomiM. B. C. can do so much better than I can.
t;e them on to a stick, ana sweep ;
they would nation. The other officers have not as
yet
I eDjoy reading all the letters, and they are
dry and shrink, and then the poor broom some been decided
upon. Burke Leach, who is
real helpful to me. 1 have tried many of the times would
go spinning across the room and it
recipes with good success. 1 was disappointed must be fastened on or get a new one. My fur collector of taxes, has made a good record
because 1 could not go to the reunion last sum- nlture was
and they are all well satisfied with him.
new, just from the mint. 1 have It all
mer, but as Aeon was there, she kindly told me now except two chairs and the stove. For As yet no opposition is reported.
The
all about the good time, nice dinner, and the dishes, I had
enough for use, half a dozen republican caucus will be held on the Satcottage, so 1 almost thought I was there. I live knives and forks; the forks had
only two tines. urday evening before election.
In hopes to go sometime and get acquainted It wasn’t fashionable to
give wedding pres uts
with the sisters.
in those days, so I had nothing of that kind;
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
I will send a recipe for Buckeye puldlng
It bnt It was just as well. The farm was
paid for
was given.me by a friend who lives on
Stephen Smallidge left for Lincoln last
Cape and a little left, and as my husband detested
Elizabeth. With love to the sisters,
He was nearly seventy- week.
debt, we lived snug.
Auht Ruse
eight when he died, and I never knew him to I
Mrs. Henry Branscom went to Boston
Buckeye Pudding—One and one-h&lf cups get in debt but thirty cents. The readers of the !
last week.
molasses, yolks of 2 eggs,
cup wurni water, ! column may laugh at this, but I think will be ;
2>£ cups flour, 1 cup raisins chopped very flue,
The Silent Twelve club was entertained
very thankful for their beautiful gifts and coneven uesseit spoonful or soda,
leaepooofuiof
salt. Steam two hours. Sauce tor the pudding, tented and happy with their surroundings; by Mrs. Adelma Joy last Monday evening.
)• cup of butter, 1 cup sugar, 1 Ueosert opouniu
which is above price.
An ice-cream sociable was held at the
of warm water; beat io a cream; add the whiten
I wish to tr.ank Aunt Madge for that booklet. ;
of the 2 eggs beaten to a stiff iroih; flavor to
parish house Tuesday evening, for the
t&Bte. 1 use vanilla. This Is very nice.
Any 1 prize It because It is her own.
benefit of the ladies’ auxiliary.
kind of pudding sauce la good.
I guess this Is
long enough, so will clo e,
A party of twenty-five, including Rev.
wwh love to all the slaters and Aunt Madge.
Thanks for letter and recipe.
Grardma G.
Myles Heinenway and the members of St.

all our societies the
Importance of working with the Junior
societies. The work with the little children is more important than words can
convey. Their lives are to be shaped
for the future. The continuance of the
church depends largely upon the saving
A sciand training of the children.
entist has recently said, "Children can’t
have much done for them after they
are sixteen or seventeen years of age.”
What we do for them we must do soon,
while they are young. Won’t some of
you who are capable lay aside some of
your own selfish pleasures and sacrifice
your time for the Juniors on Sunday
afternoons this winter? The harvest is
plenteous. The Junior superintendent
says the Junior laborers are few. In
the name of Christ, let me appeal to
many a bright and winsome young
Christian woman or young man to take
up this very Important work In your
church if you have no such society now.
—President King, of Ohio Union.
Let

comforting thought in
the poem sent by Charity.
a

Dear AuntZMadge and M. B. Friends:
1 feel the least hit ashamed to attempt to write
a word for the column, alter reading the nice
letters we have had for the past six months.
None of you will ever know how much I have
enjoyed!them. 1 like the home letters that tell
us what they are doing, where they have been
and what tbey'have sten. 1 was glad to hear
about Aunt Marla's new Larkin desk. If she
enjoys It as much as 1 do m*ne, she will often
wonder bow sbejever got along without It.
B. J. A., I think your New Year resolution a
good one, "not to procrastluate." I was so
favorably Impressed with it that I concluded to
take U for my year's motto
I went to town
right off and had some long put-off dental work
done, and had my eyes fitted with "specs’*.
One of my little boy friends said: “Oh, you
look just;iike someone's grandmother,” but I
find them a greai help- Can now write In the
evening, which 1 think a good point gained.
My tlme'is so taken up these short days. I am
one of the slow kind.
I felt to proud with my ODe new apron, but
when I read of Dell haviDg a dozen it was a
"call down" on mv vanity. 1 have made a set
of oversleeves out of handkerchiefs, as described by one of our circle, and 1 am delighted
with them ; almost wish Christmas was coming
again in February, so I could make you all a
present of a set.
1 am making a burlap sofa pillow top. It Is
quite a novelty, but 1 can't describe how it is
worked. How glad I shall be when we get our
M. U pins, for am afraid 1 will never know
many of you unless 1 see you with the pin on.
I may have met our dear Aunt Madge "lace to
face" and yet not known her. I think in the
long ago 1 have met with G. Did you not teach
school in the town of Mariaville?
When putting lace curtains on brass rods, tie
a piece of cloth over the end of the rod and you
will be surprised how much quicker they will
go on, without any danger of the rod tearing
them.
Will send a copy of a recipe, "How to Cook a
Husband

Jesus Christ.
The greatest questions nt>w arising
concerning Japan are: “What develop-.
jnents may be expected as a result of
the war In the progress of the gospel?
How will the work of foreign missionaries be affected? What will be the
trend of events in the native churches?”
In this connection it is most gratifying
to read in the latest missionary report
of one of our great denominations: “In
general the year has been full of encouragement. The war has not affected it unfavorably, but neither the contrary. Opportunities have multiplied.”
And with the multiplying of opportunities there must be a multiplying of resources. More missionaries must go to
Japan. More prayers must be offered
in her behalf. The missionaries there
must have the more earnest and hearty
support of the church at home, be given every encouragement and necessary
equipment for the most vigorous prosecution of their work.
They are the
army in the field. We are the support
of the army at home, and no army can
win a victory without the prayers,
sympathy and support of those who a;e
at home. Let us therefore loyally support our missionaries iu the field and
supply them with everything they need

BIBLE

surely

Yew*.

Ft’ nlrlitinnat County
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»«flroat)B anb Steamboat-

basketball, before a small
crowd. The visitors made a good showing
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Laundry and Bath

Steam

“NO

PAY, NO

Rooms.

WASH**1"

All kinds of laundry work done stt short
Uoods called for and delivered

ootW*

H. B. ESTEY Sl CO.,
WEor

KLLSWUBTH^

ENI» BRIDGE,

Notice
Pauper with
the

Having contracted

worth to support aua care for
nve ;
^
may need assistance during the next
anil are legal residents of KlUworth-tjJ,,
hccou"

all persons trust lug iliem on my
there Is plenty of loom and accomm**1®11
care for them at the
City Farm house.
■)■

_>1.

—Or. La Franco’s-'

Compound e,¥%n°>

Safe.

Quick,

Reliable

Ldl’rsnct/,

*■-=..

Rf*u'flJT

toother remedies add at
Cure guaranieed. Priev *23 t
«l*rs or Ur mall. Tostlmoi .. •ndh'»‘

Superior
Or.

K

fn*

'clphi»>

pa
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first Susannah
Hinckley, by
whom he had six children;
second, Margaret H. Grindle, no children; he died
married

BLIIEHILli HISTORY.
F- Camlage, Brookline,
Bluehlll Historical Society.)

r. G.

hT

for t»e

bom June 1, 1796; marPolly, daughter of Rev. Jonathan
Fisher, Nov. 11, 1829; she was born Feb. 12
180K; died in 1878. He died May 22, 1873,
in his

seventy-seventh year. He and his
family resided in the old house, W'hich is
still owned and occupied by his children.

HOLT HOUSE AND PLACE,
the academy and still

"R JONAH

opposite

He

wool and a dresser and
fuller of woolen cloths. He was deacon
of the Congregational church for
many

with the house some distance
the street, was and still is a
house ia aupposed to
place. The
built by Daniel Spofford about
have been
Jonah
natn later owned and occupied by
family, later by a Mr. Guilford,
and at this
by Albina H. Carter,
and occupied by Capt.
writing, 1905, owned
Peters and family.
William Ward
is first mentioned in the
nriintr

hack from

"table

as

haying

a

1830;

and
as

*ee

ether

popes

high

stand-

E. Kimball.
Harriet Elizabeth, born Oct. 2, 1832;

married; first husband, Jeppe
Knudson; Becond, Reuben Morton; now a
widow at

homestead.
Sarah Fisher, born Sept. 25, 1834;
married Otis Hinckley; died Oct. 20, 1897.

store

3.

4.
Henry Martyn, born Aug, 22, 1837;
resides at the old homestead.
5.
Elvina Stevens, born Aug. 20,1839;
died Oct. 26, 1839.
6.
Albert Cole, born Sept. 18, 1842; resides at the old homestead.

The fourth child of Theodore and DorStevens was Lydia Faulkner, born
May 22, 1798; married Simeon Parker,
Nov. 4, 1818, by whom she had three children, Simeon, Simeon and Maria, all
dying in infancy. She died in 1860. The
fifth child was Lucretia, born March 18,
1801; died March 31, 1801. The sixth child
was Elvina,
born May 7, 1802; married

cas

|
!

S

Joseph
Lizzie,

j

Jj The

Hinckley;
now

dead.

had

one

She died

daughter,
Oct. 8,1901.

John, born June
12, 1804; married Mary Jane Perkins of
Castine.
Both are dead; their family record previously given.

Holt, esq., is supposed to have
from Mr. Spofford upon
was
his removal from town. Jonah Holt
in the youth of the
ow ner and occupant
writer. He was the son of Jedediah and
Sarah Thorndike Holt, born Nov. 4, 1783;
married, first, Eliza Osgood, daughter of
Jonah

bought this place

seventh child

THE

Mrs. J. B. Mason is still confined to the
house with bronchitis.
Miss Miller, the grammar school teacher,
has been on the sick list for a few days.

Capt. Howard Robbins, of Breakwater
light station, has been visiting his family.
The infant daughter of Henry Gray and
wife has been seriously ill, but is now
improving.
Mrs. Sarah Rich and Miss M. A. Carroll
the past month, but are now

follows: viz.:

married Samuel

2.

Parker, born Sept. 23,1796.
Frederick, born Feb. 28, 1798.
Kuby, born March 28, 1802.

3.

piety

twice

and also in
the head of the bay,
with Mr. Robinson ss having
connection
town landing. He
t„sh works at the
in the building of the
was interested
served on committees conmeeting house,
floor
when the
nected therewith, and
were sold at vendue, he
„ws in the house
He married, April
39.
bid off pew No.
Peters, daughter of John
11 1791, Phebe
She was born March 13,
ami Mary Peters.
1839.
1773, and died May 15,
Peb. 18, 1766,
Mr. Spofford was born
and removed to
where is not stated,
where he died Oct.
Buck sport about 1803,
He had
10, 1853, aged eighty-six years.
Blue Hill, as
three children, born at
follows:
o

of

Mary Louisa Mason, born August 15,

1.

near

1.

a man

He had six children

ing.

Holt'and

1700

carder of

was a

years and

Then

Daniel Spofford
in
town records

County

Xeies

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Benjamin,

3.

ried

“bVrh w“

nearly

additional

May 18,1857.

-oclety will l>e «lafl to
„i„.hlll Historical
It
Bluemil
p„,|rie„t. Or. Otla Little
corrections, etc.,
eatlooa,
Kioenlll. »0g
a..lat In mak n* there paper, a.
antta.coirecta. possible.

The

was

NATHAN ELLIS HOUSE

and

j

He

was

lature in

a

13, 1789; died Feb. 6, 1860.
the legis'of this family were.
of business activity,
By first wife:

representative

recovering.
Members of the Rowena Rebekah lodge
gathered at their hall Saturday afternoon
to organize a benevolent sewing club.

1833,

a man

keeper, and largely interested in
vessel-building and owning. He built,

a

store

By

n as

never

second

as

wife:

Mary Bass, born March 2, 1811; died

2.

July 3, 1851.
3.
Nathan,

10, 1812; married

Nov.

Gardiner; died at Andover, Mass.
Lemuel, born Nov. 29, 1814; married;

4.

By

in

Hervey Bennett,
the

of

Hancock,

has

California.

twioe

Blue Hill Neck. in 1890.
6.
the rebellion. He
Jonathan, born Nov. 16, 1820; marmarried Eunice M. Carter, by whom he I ried; died in California.
7.
had the following named children:
Edward, born March 1, 1822; died
Nov. 5, 1828.
1. Katie
born
1866.

the town w’ho

resided

He served in the

war

Miss Mina E. Moone leaves this week
an extended visit w*ith friends in Bar
Harbor and Rockland.
Charles Watson and wife have returned
Island, where they have been
visiting Mrs. Watson’s sister, Mrs. Leslie
Bunker.
from Sutton

Feb. 19.

2.
3.
4.
5.

8.
in

[

Sarah

Boston;

M.

has received five

Batteil,

never

new

members

lately.

born

(To
Take

quite ill. Her sis*
Allen, of Brooklin, is with

Mrs. Myrtle Closson, who has been in
Brooklin

Aug. 2, 1828; died

Rev.
Rev. S.

Elizabeth .?mith, born April 7, 1826;
married F. A. Holt; died iu Boston March

mother,

her

has

re-

Laxative Bromo

day

Bailey, of Brooklin, visited
M. Thompson Monday and Tues-

of last week.

to-day for Boston
H. Closson, who is

Mrs. Ada Allen leaves
to

visit her brother, C.
a

hospital.

Mrs. Lucy Closson fell at her home

9.

cently injuring herself quite badly.
is over ninety years old.

re-

She

Few Changes in Local Prices—Signs
of Spring.
Signs of spring make their appearance
in the Ellsworth market each week. Last
week the initial appearance of strawberries

was

recorded,

and this week

cukes put in

a

dande-

There

are

few

changes

in local

Eggs have steadied down for
to JO cents retail.
cents

a

bushel.

Beef is
vance as

a

are

Mr. Stevens
married, second, Clara VV.

Norton, daughter oi Capt. Stephen and
Clarissa (Carleton) Norton. She was born
July 18,1844. By this marriage there was
006

Margaret, April

Mr. Stevens

2,

a blacksmith, having
from his father. He died
stomach. His first wife died
°f
consumption. The house still stands
and is
occupied by James Bettel. There
are other houses
between it and the Renn
Dodge place, but they are modern and
not of historic
value.
was

earned the trade
of cancer of

TUE

Dkacon benjamin btbvknb house

and

place are ou the north side of Main
street opposite the Parker’s Point road
and the next to
be described. This house
who was
?as built by Theodore
Dorn in

and

Andover,

Stevens,
Mass., July 12, 1763,

Blue Hill in 1791. The exact
ate of
building the house is not known,
ut i3
supposed to have been about 1800.
Theodore Stevens’ wife was Dorcas Osgood, whom he married Oct. 4,1791. She
was born March
21, 1763; died April 27,
he died May
15, 1820. Their children
"
came

ere

to

follows;
Elizabeth Osgood, born Dec.
8,1792;
raarned Jonah Holt in 1811 and
died, leavn* no children, Nov. 1847.
2.
Edward Varnum, born Oct.
10, 1794;
1.

as

Value of

continued.)

Ellsworth.
Penobscot.
in

Maine Farms.

Their

are

son

a

prices

j

j|

years ago.
One well-known farmer

who bought his

J farm about twelve years ago
i

for

$3,000

or

less, recently refused an offer of $5,000.
Another, who several years ago paid $2,500
for a farm, several days ago received an
offer of $0,000, which he refused.
Farmers in this part of the State are nowbeginning to realize that there is money
is
in potatoes, and that Aroostook
not the only part of the State where
potatoes can be grown.

MINTURN.
Newman, the postmistress, who has
has been very ill, is better.
Mrs.

Mrs. Abigail Stanley died Sunday
ing, aged eighty-six years.
Miss Vida

morn-

Stewart returned to her home

county

Tuesday from Cushing, where she has
been teaching.
Emerson Sadler, who is attending commercial college in Rockland, spent Sunday
A Healing Gospel.
The Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of Sharon w ith his parents.
Feb. 18.
J.
Baptist Church, Belair, Ga., says of Elec__

tric Bitters: “It’s a Godsend to mankind.
It cured me of lame back, stiff joints, and
complete physical collapse. I was soa weak
it took me half an hour to walk mile.
Two bottles of Electric Bitters have made
me so strong I have just walked three
miles in fifty minutes and feel like walkof
ing three more. It’s made a new- man
me.” Greatest remedy for weakness and
all Stomach, Liver and Kidney complaints.
Sold under guarantee at E. G. Moore s
Drug Store. Price 50c.

White Cup Cake.
One cup butter, 2 of pow'dered sugar, 3
of flour, 1 of milk, whites of 1 eggs, vanilla. Cream butter and sugar, add milk
and beat hard before putting in the whites
of the eggs. Sift 2 teaspoonfuls cream
tarter aud one of soda in the flour, stir in
quickly and lightly.

Boston to

Sleepers

Tourist

Chicago.

few

days,

local

LOW

VERY

RATES

IN EFFECT IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH

of

in Ellsworth.

TO THE PACIFIC COAST AND OTHER WESTERN POINTS.

Coantry Pruaute.
Ratter.

Dairy...

310

20 3 26

...

particulars,

For

Cheese.

factory (new) per ft.16*1*
Best dairy (new).lb
Dutch (Imported).«
Beet

Boston,

the New

write to 17G

England

Washington Street,

office of the Wabash.

Neufcbatel.of
*£**••
Freeh

laid, per do*.
18g2f
Poultry.
Chickens. 18 8.'2
27
Turkeys.
Fowl.18

Halibut,
Oysters, qt

Everard

FROM.

continued ad-

from the western beef men’s prices.
The quotations below give the range
retail

LINE

DIRECT

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.

will have to go up. Native beef is
about cleaned up, so there is no relief

visiting friends Cod,
Ray is still in Haddock,

Young and Miss Flora
writes:
A
Dexter
correspondent
have gone to Waltham, where Mr. Young
I
The value of farms in this section has in- is employed by Moses Haslem.
creased materially in the past few years,
Charles Cunningham and Hollis Smith,
as has been shown in several recent transby F. B. Hamilton, of Brook| actions. Several owners of fine farms in accompanied
j this vicinity have refused offers of twice lin, left for Boston this morning to visit
friends.
what they
paid for their farms a few
Feb. 19.
Tramp
Mrs.

THE

higher.

Fresh Fish.

Oatley Gray and wife
( To be

tel

Potatoes remain at 75

Chickens

higher and with
is probable for a

by

dead.

I The Wabash Railroad Go.

prices.

_

born March 25, 1868.

I

j»

bOX. m3C* I

^

This Signature,

1

time at 18

—

July 21,1862.
5.
Daughter,

Quinine Tablets. £
^

Id Two Days.

preliminary

16, 1894.
Son, born Dec. 1880.
I
Hay.
10.
Edward Henry, born May 1, 1830;
Feb. 19.
Rae.
7. Herman A., born Jan. 26, 1882.
Best loose, per ton... 100 2
went to California.
Baled.>6
Mr. Carter died on Jan. 4, 1887. His
WEST EDEN.
Nathan Ellis, head of this family, died
straw.
widow and family continued to occupy
The V. I. S. held a baked bean supper
Loose.
8*11
April, 1848, aged seventy-one years. He
the place for some years after his death,
18
Baled.
and dance Tuesday evening. Proceeds,
was a member of the legislature, a store
and then it was sold to its present occuabout
Vegetables.
|20.
town
many
keeper,
ship
owner,
years
pant, Capt. William W. Peters.
’0 37f Onions, lb
01
A
There is
and an exemplary man
large crew is at work in the Potatoes, bu
3
Capt. Peters is a native of the town and clerk,
20 3% fleets, lb
bunch
“Aunt Molly field” digging trees for the celery,
none of the family residing in the town
10 Cabbage, lb
02 k
ettuce,
son of Lemuel E. D. and
Betsey (Wood) at this
<8
12
Carrots, lb
in 1905.
After his death Blair estate at Bar Harbor.
Radishes, bunch
writing,
Peters, born Dec. 26, 1835. He was a sea
O'*
0i Parsnips, lb
Squash, lb
and the removal of his children from
Mrs. F. L. Hadley has returned from Turulps, !b
30
IX Spinach, pc
captain, retired, and w’ith his wife and
Beans—perqt
the house was occupied by various Winter Harbor, where she has been the : Brussels sprouts,box
town,
daughter occupies the place. Capt. Peters
18
Yellow-eye
12018
Jonah past two months with her parents, B. F. Dandelion grns, pk 5u
the
last
being
10
Pea.
is the grandson of John Peters, esq., one parties,
I
The place was then Sumner and wife.
Fruit.
of the early and influential settlers of the Dodge and family.
as a site for the
town and a nephew of Daniel Spofford, purchased by the town
Lorenzo Mayo and wife went to Frank- Cranberries, qt 15<J*20 Apples,(cooklng)pk
<
25 <*30
2* g30
in 1895.
>rangea, do*
whose wife was Phebe Peters, the builder new town hall erected thereon
fort Wednesday.
Mrs. Mayo is visiting Lemonsdoz
30 Apples, (table)pk 35g<5
OAKLAND
HOUSE
15
THE
EBEN
M.
of the house.
her aunt, Mrs. Dora Carter. Mr. Mayo (Jr. pefrult, each
Groceries.
THE FREDERIC STILLMAN STEVENS HOUSE opposite the town hall, was built by Mr. returned Saturday.
.060.0*
Rice, per lb
coflee—per lb
Feb. 19.
M.
Ganand in the ’40’s. He was a shoemaker,
20 g25
is the next below the one
.160.25
Rio,
Vinegar, sral
just described, and there carried on his trade for a
35 Cracked wheat,
06
Mocha,
upon the lower corner of the road leading
.04
3ft Oatmeal, per lb
ASHVILLE.
Java,
number of years. He was a soldier of the
.20
re*— per lb—
Buckwheat, pkg
to Parker’s Point.
It was built by Mr.
Mrs. Abbie Taft is spending a week with
.04
450.65 Graham,
Aroostook war in 1839, in the Blue Hill
Japan,
Stevens, in the early 50’s, and occupied
.04
.30 0 66 Rye meal,
Oolong,
E. E. Bragdon and wife.
was
Granulated meal,ft 02H
by him until his death in 1881. He was company of which Nathan Ellis, jr.,
[ Sugar—nertb—
sral—
Oil—per
Granulttel,
305K
the
James
B.
and
Mrs.
captain.
family
Havey
spent
the third child of Edward Varnum Stev.<’6
Coffee—A A B,
Linseed,
.650.70
Mr. Garland was born at Hampden,
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O.
12
ens and of
Kerosene,
Yellow, O
MX
Sukey, his wife, born April 15, Jan.
P<
08
oh
came to Blue Hill when a lad
wdercd,
who
been
P.
have
ill
the
22,1820,
Bragdon,
past
1823. He was twice married, first to Mary
gal—
Molasses—per
and married Elvira Gregory, May 27, 1840, week.
At this writing Mrs. Bragdon is
.36
Ann Adel
Havana,
Mann, daughter of Capt. Joseph
.50
Porto Rico,
daughter of William and Edna Gregory, not as well.
and Aneline
.60
(Hinckley) Mann. She was born Nov.
Syrup,
were t,wo chil1822.
Thefe
21,
born May 9, 1830; married, and died March
Quite a number of old neighbors
Meats ami Provisions.
attended the funeral of Mrs. Eliza Hill at Beef, M:
H, 1870. There were five children by this dren by this marriage:
Pork, tb.
18
Slunk, tb
Steak,
.13#.SO
1.
William Albert, born May 16, 1841; the home of her niece, Miss Clara Chilmarriage, viz.:
15
.10 #.26
Chop,
Roasts,
^
died Aug. 6, 1866.
afternoon.
Interment was
Ham.
160.22
Sunday
1
cott,
46#.10
per
Cornea,
Grace Adel, born April 16,1851.
10
la
Shoulder,
Tongues,
2. Sarah Eliza, born March 28, 1847.
in the family lot at the Hill homestead,
2It 020
Bacon,
.06006
Daughter, born Feb. 11, 1856; died
Tripe,
10
Salt
Veal:
Mrs. Garland died, and the house was now owned by E. A. Hanna.
March 27, 1856.
10 #12
20
Lard,
Steak,
B.
Feb.
19.
from
3- Susan
Mr.
Garland
town,
removing
lOjj.14
L., born Jan 30, 1857; died sold,
Roasts,
Lamb
Dec. 1866.
but later he returned, purchased the Jo-*
SOUTH SURRY.
C5
Tongues, each
Daughter, born Oct. 81, 1860; died seph Osgood place, married a second wife,
Spring lamb, 12 423
Hollis Bonsey’s infant son Claude is ill.
her. Both are
but had no children
6.

Day

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Creamery per ft....28

Mr.

very ill in

married.

visiting

turned home.

Cold in One

a

Seven Million boxes sold in post 12 months.

prices

Mrs. Linda Allen is

ter, Mrs. Abbie

Cure

appearance.

Birsha Howard, of Boston, is visiting Mrs. Ella Powers.
M. L. Elwell, who has been ill for a long
time, remains about the same.
Miss

1

May,
May 16,
Mark Haskell, born July 13, 1867.
Wallace Hall, born Oct. 18, 1870.
Bert Leslie, born May 28,1872.
Charles Sumner, born Feb. 4, 1874.

.NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

been

for

on

of

^

always fresh, always crisp, always

guest of his sister, Mrs. Madison Gor-

her.

Reuben Newell, born Aug. 25, 1819;
married; died at Somerville, Mass.,

are

don.

third wife:

6.

20, 1830; grandson of John, and greatgrandson of Thomas, an early settler of

That Uneeda Biscuit
nutritious.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Susan
died

That soda crackers are the best of all food made from flour.
That Uneeda Biscuit are by far the best of all soda crackers.

Miss Amelia Moon, of Mt. Desert Ferry,
was in tow n last week visiting relatives.

Abraham Lincoln council, J. O. U. A. M.,
born

teaches you many truths:

Mrs. O. W. Cousins is spending a month
the family of Rev. E. M. Cousins, of
Thoraaston, called there by the serious illness of her nephew* Herbert, w*ho
now, it is hoped, is safely rallying.
Feb. J9.
Spray.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

married, born

package of

ith

w

lion greens and

stated.

above

1S35, the brick block afterwards
the Pendleton house, in which
he carried on business until near the time
of his death. His widow continued a
resident of the place for some years after
his death and it was then sold to Albina
H. Carter.
Albina Hall Carter was the son of
Robert, 2d, and Abigail Carter, born Dec.
about
know

Vespasian,

1.

a

Uneeda Biscuit

Members of the Willard union are inM. Fulton for programme
of the national suffrage convention in
Baltimore and for papers containing accounts of the convention.
debted to Dr. A.

The children

to

invested in

have been ill

place next to the one last described
The entertainment, supper
sale
and
was built by Mr. Ellis in the early part of
1800, probably as early as 1810. Nathan Wednesday evening, under the auspices of
Ellis was born in Bellingham, Mass., in the Golden Rule society, were well atTheodore and Dorcas (Osgood) Stevens,
March, 1777. He married first, Mary Bass, tended. The programme was nicely carborn
Dec.
1792
was
She
8,
Feb. 27,1811.
Aug. 14, 1801. She died April 10, 1804, ried out. The reading by Mrs. Alice
and died childless, Nov. 1847.
leaving one son, Vespasian, born at the Watson was especially pleasing.
W.
Almira
Wilcex,
He married, second,
John Scott arrived home Saturday night
Falls, Jan. 11, 1802, who was town clerk
March 11, 1849, by whom he had one
many years and died at an advanced age. from Massachusetts and Portsmouth, N.
born
March
2,
daughter, Sarah Thorndike,
Nathan Ellis married, second, Sally H., where he has been visiting relatives
1850. She and her mother are both dead,
March 14, 1810. She died Dec. 7, and friends for three weeks. He is gainOsgood,
sevand her father died Feb. 19, 1£00, aged
and he married, third, Dolly B.
ing rapidly after the operation performed
1814,
and
fifteen
enty-six years, three months
Newell, Oct. 31,1818. She was born Sept. at the German hospital in Philadelphia.
days.

aftbrniemuntss.

COUNTY NEVfc.
*’•'

Chuns, qt

06
06

12#18
50

20

Scallop*, qt
Lobsters, tt>

4
22

t»hrlmps, qt

30

Smelts, lb

<5

—

**

.'0

7

to

7

*0

7 5v
7 0?
Flour, Graiu and Feed.
35 #38
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 75 06 03 Shorts—bag— 1.20 s 1 29
110 Mixed feed, batr,
Corn.lOOtt bag
Corn meal,bag
Cracked corn,

110
110

NEV\
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KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

v
J
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PROSPECT HARBOR.

Harbor,
Larrabee over Sunday.

Clement,

S. J.

of Bar

meal,

165

school

Clarkson
was

building

Goud,

at Patten
Loss, $8,000.

of

Topsham,

a

was

widely-

known Adventist preacher, died last Wed-

a

nesday aged 100 years.
guest
Among Maine postmasters recently apMrs. W. F. Bruce and Miss Mamie
are W. Margon,
Boothbay HarYoung spent Friday in West Gouldsboro. pointed
bor; G. M. Allen, Cherryfleld, and E. F.
where
has
to
Gouldsboro
Cole
gone
Guy
Vinalhaven.
he has work in W. F. Hutching’s logging Littlefield,
of Dr.

The whole number of fires which

camp.

occur-

red in Maine in the year 1905 was
1,927, and
Halcyon assembly, P. S., observed Lin- the loss
resulting therefrom was $2,425,520.
coln’s day at its last regular meeting
The number of fires for the year 1904 was
Tuesday night.
1,829, with a resulting loss of $2,207,380,
Mrs. W. H. Moore has gone to West
which compared with the record for 1905,
Sullivan to spend the week with her shows an increase of 98 in number of fires
for the latter year and an increase of
daughter, Mrs. Harvard Havey.
$218,140 in the resulting loss.
Miss Gertrude Bick.'ord has returned
C. A. Milliken, of Augusta, has purchased
from Harrington, where she spent the
the Van Buren Lumber Co.’s
plant, which
w'eek w’ith her
Mrs. Frank Randall.

aunt,
W. F. Bruce and w'ife entertained the
The conV. I. society on Wednesday.
genial company, together with the Bruces’
hospitality, made the occasion a most

includes the mills at Van Buren and all
timber lands, 135,000 acres in the
and 12,000 acres in this State.
provinces
Mr. Milliken will operate the business.
There is now on hand at the mill about

pleasant

about 40,000,000 shingles.
The cases of Walter H. Foss and We9ley
G. Blackwood, of East Machias, charged
with concealing goods, part of the assets
of a bankrupt, were tried in the U. S.
district court at Portland last week. The
jury returned a verdict « f guilty against
both respondents. Counsel for govern-

their

10,000,000

one.

Winnetka council, degree of Pocahontas, initiated two candidates at its last

regular meeting. A pleasant social followed the degree wrork. Delicious refreshments were passed.
party of ladies from Winnetka counattended the institution of a new
council in Bar Harbor on Wednesday and
another on Thursday in West Sullivan,
and report a fine time on both occasions.
A

cil

The young ladies and school girls meet
to-day to form a junior V. I. society.
They are to meet on Monday afternoons
and furnish supper. They are to be known I
as the “Do Something society” and their
aim is to prove their

name no

misnomer.

Misses Emma

one

year

All

kinds of

tarrh

games

w’ere

Feb. 19.

for

a

beginning of

to celebrate

between.

cedar, enough

Little Cola In the heau may i.«* die
an obstinate case of NaB.l <’oout the ins'ader with Ely’s
ream
Balm applied straight to the Inflamed, a ..fledIf you prefer to
up air passages. Price 50c.
use an atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm.
It has all the good qualities of the remedy In
solid form and will rid you of catarrh or
hay
fever. No cocaine to breed a dreadful habit.
No mercury to dry out the secretion. Price. T c
with spraying tube.
All druggists, or mulled
by Ely Bros 56 Warren Street. New York.
Only

party on St.
their birth-

Eve,
day anniversary. It is rare when tw’o
in
the same family fall on the
birthdays
same day, and in this case there is only
Valentine’s

of spruce and

ment recommended leniency in the case of
Blackwood, and his personal recognizance
in the sum of $1,000 was taken for appearance during the June term of court at
Bangor, when further disposition of the
case will be made.
In the case of Foss,
his council made an appeal to the circuit
court based on a writ of error and exceptions, the final tiling to be made March 3.
Foss was ordered to furnish sureties in
the sum of $5,000 for his appearance at
that time, and gave bail.

enjoyed, and the treat was homemade candy in generous
variety. The
1250130
were silver toilet articles.
Mlddllngs.bag 130#14ft gifts

Cotton seed

new

burned last week.

The young people gave
and Lelia Cole a surprise

Fuel.

Coal—per ton
Wood—per cord
Drv bard,
5 0006 50
Broken,
3 00 #5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg.
Roundings per load
Nut,
1000126
Blacksmith's
5.00
Buttings, hard

<

C.

Drive

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 00
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and flt for shipping, is 62 pounds ;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

It's a mistake to Imagine that Itching piles
can’t be cured; a mistake to suffer a day longer
than you can help. Doan’s Olntmeut brings in*
stant relief and permanent cure.
At auy drug
store, CO cents.—Advt.

BLUEHILL FALLS.

Capt.

sTfibertistmenta.

Duffee is better.

Conary is home.
P. Candage is very poorly.
Warren Duffee left Friday to ship

A

Lizzie

Mrs. L.

as

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly

cook.

is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

Rufus Chatto is hauling wood for Mr.
Sweet at the Point.
J. S. Candage and wife
Boston

came

home from

Wednesday.
Nellie Herrick,

Mrs.
of South Bluehill,
spent part of last week with her brother,
Haskell Herrick, of this place.

Leslie Flye and son, of North
a few days last week with
her parents, A. T. Conary and wife.
Feb. 19.
Crumbs.

p°|Ltive CATARRH

Mrs.

Brooklin, spent

|

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. K UAV CT\im
■
1
stores the Senses of
w t»I»
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at
Druggists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York.

A
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1906.

Republican Caucus.
The Republican voters of tbe city of Ellswerth are requested to meet in caucus at
Hancock hall, on Friday. Feb. 23, 1906, at 3
•'clock p. m
to nominate a candidate lor
■favor to be voted for on Monday, March 5,

Htti.

Republican City Committee

T. F. Mahoney, Chairman,
F H. McFarland, Secretary.
El'sworth, Maine. Feb. 14,1W6.

Ward Caucuses

4*r Wards l, 2, 3 and 5 will be held at Hancock
kail, and lor Ward 4 at A ricultural ball on
Fridav, Feb. 23, 1VJ06. at 3 p. m., for the purpose
el electing a member of tbe Republican City
Committee from each ward, also to nominate
• candidate for Alderman, a Warden, a Ward
Clerk and a Constable to be voted for on Monday. Mar- h 5 IV* 6.
Per order Republican City Committee,
T. F. Mahoney, Chairman.
F. H. McF.ahland, Secretary.
Ellsworth, Maine, Feb. 14,1 06.
The

Coming

That was an unusual proceeding.
For two years Mayor Hagerthy and a
full republican board of aldermen had
been in power; for two years these
officials had been in full charge of our
municipal affairs; many of the horrible a.ts of mai-administration with
which they are now charged had
already been committed, and yet our
democratic friends met, appointed a
committee
to
and
investigate,

adjourned to await the result of the
investigation.

“Turn the rascals
enemy now is :
out!”
It will be strange infeed if the voters who three years ago placed in
power the present administration, and
have set their seal of approval on its
work by re-electing it twice, should
now unceremoniously turn it out.
If

municipal officers have been derelict in their duties; if they have not
been “prudent and economical”; if
their public acts
have
indicated
our

business judgment; if, in
should be turned out, why,
out with them!
But tlie record of the past three
years will not justify such drastic
ansound

short, they

an assessor—-all of which is
The memory of man doesn’t
need to go very far back to recall
that a democratic alderman was city
treasurer, that two of the very last

evidence of malfeasance on the part
of the present administration or of
any individual in it has been pre-

sented.
For County Attorney.
County-Attorney Charles H. Wood,
of Bar Harbor, announces his candidacy for renomination at the coming
republican county convention. This

in the

case was

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR DANCE.

the Bar

The annual concert and ball of

Stibrttissnnmta.
OBITUARY.
of wigwam; Mrs. Ina G. Guthrie, guard of
trustee for six
forest; L. P. Carter,
HOOPER.
L.I.WI8 F.
months; Mrs. Myra 8. Holmes, trustee for
Ex-Sheriff Lewis F. Hooper died at bis
twelve months; Mrs. Clara H. Parsons, home in Ellsworth early this morning of
trustee for eighteen months.
cancer of the throat.
Though it has been ;
Great Chief of Records William E. known for a long ♦ime that Mr. Hooper
St.John, of Portland, was present and' was in a critical condition, his death
After the work the
made an address.
came with a suddenness that was entirely
members adjourned to Grand Army hall,
AND
A unexpected.
where an oyster supper was served.
Mr. Hoopor was born in that part of the
followed with music by Joy’s
dance
1
town of Sedgwick which is now Brook in,
orchestra.
in 1846. At the age of fourteen he was atDr. D. W. Bunker and Mrs. Bunker, tracted to the sea, and in three years had
risen to a mate’s berth. He followed the
who have been in New York for the past
I have leased the ground
West
two months, where the doctor has been sea for twelve years, sailing to the
floor of the Eno building
taking a course of hospital study in iis- Indies and southern ports.
on State street, and have
eases of the eye, nose, throat and ear, at
Leaving the sea he started in the meat
moved from my temporary
the New York post-graduate medical business at Brooklfn, and later was emlocation on Main street.
school and hospital, are home.
ployed in the store of R. A. Friend.* For
|
three years he was employed with the
United States coast survey along the coast
< hung* in Postal Service.
in
postal service of Maine.
Among changes
Mr. Hooper was
appointed deputy
recently announced is the following in
Hancock county: Sargentville to Blue- j sheriff in 1885, by Sheriff D. L. Fields, and Ellsworth,
Maine.
Leave Sargentville daily except Sun- j served under him for six years. In 1890,
1 hill.
of
W.
Sheriff
J.
at
Patterson,
apArrive
Bucksport,
m.
by
1.55
Sedgwick
p.
day at
and
2.50 p.m. Leave Sedgwick daily except pointed him deputy sheriff and jailer,
3.
m.
Arrive at Mr. Hooper moved to Ellsworth with his
and
a.
m.
at
7
p.
Sunday
Bluehill by 12 m. and 8 p. m. Leave Blue- family, and this hss since been his home.
bill
except Sunday at 4 a. m, and ! He served as jailer four years under Sheriff

Jordan,

FURNITURE

UNDERTAKING.

_

L. W. JORDAN,

THE—

on

later
9

CLARION.

daily
recipt of

a.

Ellsworth, but not
Arrive at Sedgw ick by

mail from

than 3 p.

m.

five hours in afternoon.

and in

m.

ored bunting was used in all parts of the , Leave Sedgwick daily except Sunday at
hall. The stage was a mass of palm? and 9.10 a. m. Arrive at
Sargentville by 10.05

potted plants and overhead were draped
flags and bunting. Suspended above the

a. m.

stage was the word Welcome in w’hite
electric lights and the Knight Templar's
badge and motto with the letters K. T. in
colored lights.
In two corners of the hall were the
refreshment booths, trimmed with evergreen and bunting.
It was about 9 o’clock when

the concert

number of

was

_

Grated Irish potato scattered freely, and
then well-swept off, is recommended as a
fine carpet cleaner, reviving the colors
without

injury

to delicate shades.

stains of any kind may safely
Mildew
be removed from leather with a little vaseline. Rub in the vaseline till absorbed
and then polish with a chamois leather.
Humilitv is the source of all true greator

the first

given by Ray

reidy

impatient,
ness; pride
& Kelley’s orchestra of ten pieces. This offended. He who thinks nothing is due
was followed by an address of welcome to
to him, never thinks himself ill treated;
democratic board
got themselves the Knights’ guests by Dr. George A. true meekness is not mere temperament,
elected on the school board, and one Phillips, and then came a selection by a for this is only softness or weakness.—
Fenelon.
of these two became supeiintendent ! male quartette composed of J. Franklin
second
Frank
E.
Whitis
a
“nice
it
of
schools.
bass;
;
tiling | Anthony,
• KM) Me ward. •tOU.
Verily
j
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
| to be alderman from the second more, first bass; Bert Young, second tenor, Irani'.bat
liK-r< lt> at lea*t oue dreaded disease
first
tenor.
and
G.
Prescott
After
Cleaves,
I ward”!
that *cl uc* ha* been anle to cure lu nil Its
Miss Beatrice Kelley, stages, n-d mat Is Catarrha violin solo by
Mali's Catarrh
lute b Mi.-uuly positive cure now known to
Miss
Hazel
there
caucus
for
the
nomiThe republican
accompanied by
Foster,
Catarrh iielng a con.
the inedlca' fraternity.
stltml H<al dl-i-a-e. r> quires a constitutional
nation of mayor is to be held next was another selection by the quartette.
The grand march was led by Curtis R. t Mmein lia I’d Catarrh Cure U taken InterFriday afternoon; aldermanic caunally. acting direc’ly up n the blow! and
of
of
Blanquefort commandery,
mucona surface* of the system, thereby deIt goes without Foster,
cuses will follow.
the
fouu'iallon of the disease, and
a*id
Mrs.
and
was
Foster,
Ellsworth,
par- nirovlu*
*tvl*>g the patient strength by bulloloir up the
saying that Mayor Hagerthy will be
in
about
and
by
fifty Knights
ticipated
con-tltutlo.. ami assisting nature in doing lu
renominated for mayor. All the ful- their ladies. About 150
wornThe proprietors have so much faith In
couples took part u*
curatW. powers that they offer One Hummed
minations of our democratic friends in the
dancing, which was kept up until 2
lotiars for any case that it lalla to cure.
Send
for list of te*iln,oiil«l'
have failed to disturb the equanimity o’clock.
< 1IKNEY k co, Toledo, o
addrtMlf
of His Hono or that of his able and
Sir Knight William L. Pierce was floor
director and Sir Knight Edgar J. Trussell,
faithful co-workers in the board.
£pcual Roiuia.
assistant floor director; aids. Sir Knights
is

ever

to be

j

j

The Democrat clings with a tenacity
worthy of a better cause to the claim
that it’s a good thing to reduce the
“net city debt” by offsetting
it
with uncollected taxes.

M.Shea, A. Stroud Rodick, Charles
Shea, G. Raymond Joy, William
Quiraby, Charles S. Green.
James

COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
Hancock si: February A, 1906.
Y l E. the undersigned, having been duly
yy
appointed by the nc norable O. P. tunn ngham, judge of probate within and for
Raul couaty. commissioners to receive and
decide upou the cl tims of the creditora of
Joshua L. Marshall, late of Southwest Harbor,
in Raid county. deceased whose ts ate lias
beeu representtd insolvent. hereby give public notice agreeably 10 tbe ord*-r of said judg
of probate, that six months rom aud after
the second day o January, a. d 1906, h*\e been
a low-td to said credit* rs »o present and prove
tnei- claims, and that we will atunuioibe
duty assigned us at the office of Seth W. Norwood esqui e, at ^outhwe-t Harbor, in said
couuty. on Wednesday. March 7. a. d. 1906 and
Saturday. June j0. a. c. 19C1. at 10 f tbe ciock
in tbe forenoou of e ich of said days.
Melville L. all*.v,
ol MjuuI Desert, ai.d
Perky W Richardson,
of Tremont.
Commissioners.

W.

HORSE

—

RACES.

of prominent horsemen of

A number

got together one day last week
and had a trotting match at the new ic?
the town

What about that wood-lot?
We
haven’t |heard a yip since The American gave the facts.

track at
There

COl'NTV

a

Lobsters, 32 cents
record price.

GOSSIP.
This is

which

cow

in

the

Waltham, has

of

past

four weeks has

forty-eignt pounds of butter, besides
furnishing milk for a family of five.
fall of snow, the

ners

is

on

lost time.

The

ice

harvest is
on

run-

move.

was

there
owned
owned

and

present.
three
by Fred

were

Livery Boy, owned

by Ackley
by Almond

finished in the fol-

The horses

2

111

3222
13

Seven horses started

3

NOTICE.
persons holding orders drawn on tl e
trea-urer of Tremont dated prior to
Jan 1, too.1*, are hereby no*lfied to p esent the
same for pa\ ment on or betoie April 1, 1»06, as
interest will cease alter that date.
H. P. Richardson.
Feb. 14, 1906.
Treaaurer or Tremont.

3

heats,

as

follows:

Helen G., E. 8. Clark,
1
Johnnie Dugan, Herscnel Clark 3

Captain, George Cleaves,
Merrill, G. E. Soper,
Billings, A. L. Stafford,
Prince Oscar, John Conners,

1

1

2

2

2

3

4

4

4

3

5

5

5

6

6

7

the free*for-all the first prize was
fifteen bushels of oats; second prize, ten
bushels; third prize, five bushels. In the

CAUTION.
HEREBY forbid all persons harboring or
my wife, Adelia J. Urindle.on
as I shall pay none of her bills
after this date, she having left my bed and
board.
Melville H. Grindlk.
North Penobscot. Me
Feb. 10, 1906.

class, ten bushels of
second, and

bushels to

third.

three

T. F. Moran officiated

Lawrence

Sherman

Emery,

as

judge,

as

first;

oats to

five

bushels to
as

and

starter,
W. H.

POCAHONTAS

was

COU'NCIL.

The work

was

exemplified by

the degree staff of the council from Han-

thief, and for his weird

tempting offers for the fur, which measures five
feet.
Fires at Caribou.
Three children of Joseph Cyr
Fatal

burned to death

Monday night

in

were
a

fire

which destroyed his house at Caribou.
Following closely after this fatality, on
Tuesday, the house of Gellasse Brisette, in
the same town, was burned, and his two
children lost their lives. The father was
in the w*oods, and the children had been
left alone for a few moments while their
mother went to a neighbor’s.

The southern laundress ties a lump of
announcement is of course a mere
arrowroot in a thick cotton cloth and boils
without
for
it
goes
saying
formality,
it with the fine white pieces to give them
that he will be renominated.
a dainty odor more
delightful than from
to
It ia not only customary
give a sachet powder.

A

man

talks «bout owning his business

f

Mandolin and Violin Lessons.
Ain late from the New England Conservatory of Music, and deslie a limited number of
pupils for he mandolin and violin. Up-to-date
method, the higher positions and correct bow lug
taught- Reasonable prices.
Miss IDA L. HIGGINS,
106 Water Sr.,
Ellsworth. Me.

ills

d« teru.ined by business obligations. II rushes
through lunch because he “can't spare the time
from business" to e«t leisurely, lie won’t take
a rest because he Is needed at the store or office.
He Is in fact an abs lute slave to business
The results which follow this slavery are to be
seen on
every hand. Men dyspeptic, irritable,
nervous, with drawn faces, and hollow eyes, sit
at the desk or stand behind the counter until
they collapse In a fit of sickness, or are taken
awav by heart failure
Those w^o cannot escape the exactions of business will find a friend
In Mr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery.
It
strengthens the stomach, Increase* the action
of the blood making glands. Increasing the vl
tallty and physical vigor. It makes men strong
and
prevents those business breakdowns which
so often terminate fatally.

Itga; Actios.
subscriber hereoy gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix of
the last will and testament of Rodney
Copp, late of Trenton, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate'of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Charlotte A. Copp.
February 6, 1906.

THE

SALE

fur.

a

J. P. ELD RIDGE,
Main Street,

Ellsworth,

Porcelain

Chase, of Ellsworth.
will be conducted by Rev. J. P.
Simonton at the house to-morrow forenoon at 10 o’clock.
The remains will then
be taken to Brooklin, where services will
be held Friday.
Mae

Prayers

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and

Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

JFor Salt.

GREELY,

H.

business in thriving up river town
Good reasons for selling. Address Lock
Box 193, Milo, Me.

FISH

DENTIST.

special, notick.
trespass in Cnniculocua Park, i
demand protection to life and proi.ertj
from the county uf il<tn<ock. tbe State of
Maine, and tbe Uuite4 States of America.
M*h< <
Frets Anwriw

Ellsworth.

Main Street,

cot

*

"

.'•MU

TU|

Ibnrrtt»rmrnt»

WHITING BROS.’
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.

Spring Goods

Received

Just

[shirt waists, '.r ;:s $i to $21
STOCKS and

DRESS GOODS

COLLARS
Full line of

Many

Dimities, Piques, Lawns and

new

Ladies’

Novelties in Thin

and handsome styles
Neck Scarfs,

Fancy

$1.00 to $1.50.

Materials.

WHITING

BROTHERS,

ELLSWORTH.

Enaurancc Statements.
Wm. B. Joyce, President.
W'm. J. Guifpin, Vice President.
Samuel H. Shkivek, Secretary.

National
346

new

yobk,

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 81.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearaed premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Special reserve,
Total liabilities and surplus,
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,
BLL8WORTH, ME.

I $4.85

A

dosing

out at

BARREL.

I am selling out my entire stock of goods
preparatory to retiring from business.
Here are a few other special prices:

CANNED CORN,
CANNED PEACHES,

.08 can.
.12
.05 lb.
.30
“

SUGAR.
CREAM OF TARTAR.
Ask for other

prices

horse:

~|
"

in my general grocery stock.

for

sale:.

n. y.

A88ETS DEC. 81, 1905.
Real estate,
$118,426 77
Mortgage loans,
1,200 Ou
Stocks and bonds.
1,158,556 25
Cash in office and hank,
672,184 43
Accounts receivable,
96,711 41
Accrued interest.
6,751 08
Prerns. outstanding less all other
assets written prior to Oct. 1,1905,
162,883 94
G rosa assets,
Deduct items not

This is an excellent dour, which I am

RELIABLE
ECONOMICAL
VERY BEST

Surety Company,

Broadway,

Snowflake FLOUR?

C. H. QRINDAL, Water St.

Hut,

a matter of fact, his business owns him.
whole life Is regulated by the demands of
the busti ess. The time at which he rises, his
breakfast hour, the time given to meals, are all
as

range or

“Clarion”, it U
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold;by

publican convention.
Since retiring from the office of sheriff,
Mr. Hooper had been engaged in the inHe had a wide acquaintsurance business.
He was a
ance throughout the county.
He
member of Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.
leaves a widow and one daughter, Mrs.

nO

a
a

HAVE YOU TRIED

MlM CAROLINE M CRI8FIELD,
Ml88 AoNK8 l0well.

FOR

as a

Whether it’s
nace—if it is

65 State Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

coek,with District Deputy Carrie Bowden,
of Hancock, as installing officer.
in Sorrento, was eighty-seven years old
The following officers were installed:
Feb. 17. She is a very smart old lady and Miss Bertha
Soper, prophetess; Mrs. Velma
enjoys good health most of the time. She Haynes, Pocahontas; Mrs. Georgia Higlives on a large farm with her son, does all
gins, Winonah; Alton E. Carter, Powthe housework and cares for the milk, buthatan; Miss Nellie Higgins, first scout;
At HANCOCK HOUSE STABLE,
ter, etc. It is unnecessary to add that she Maggie E. Patriquin, second scout; Mrs.
keeps busy all the time. She seldom goes Nellie J. Brewer, keeper of records; Mrs. Several good business Horses, new and second
hand Can luges. Harnesses. Agent for H. A.
away from home but enjoys company very Aquaie S. Higgins, keeper of
wampum; Mover's Flue Carnages. Everything as repreor uo sale.
much. Her memory of happenings years Miss Lona A.
Terms reasonable.
Rich, collector of wampum; sented
K
H. GOULDago is remarkably acute.
Miss Georgia B. Hodgkins, first counselor; Miss Lou Orchard, second counThe giant fox of Otis, which has led the
selor; Miss Margaret Rich, first runner;
ALICE M. HOOPER,
nimrods of that section many a
merry Miss Maud Haynes, second
runner; Mrs.
chase, has at last fallen a victim to the Estelle Morrison, first warrior ; Mrs. Annie
DRESSMAKER and
rifle of Willis Salisbury. The fox is the
Walls, second warrior; Miss Olive Orchard,
LADIES’ TAILOR,
largest ever seen in Otis. Our Otis corre- third warrior; Miss Mary A.
Hamor, fourth
spondent says: “This particular fox has warrior; Mrs. Hannah E. Roberts,
guard
been the terror of the neighborhood, for
8 School St.,
Kllswortb.
his boldness

i

the accession to
He was elected sheriff in 1896, and reelected in 1898, serving in all four years.
He had announced his candidacy for the
nominat ion for the office at this year’s re-

WAYNFLETE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

PrinelnaUrnocipais.

instituted at Bar Harbor with 100

members.

SWjcmannnua.

j

clerk.

Wednesday evening, Feb. 14, Opeeche
council, No. 34 Daughters of Pocahontas,

in

trusting
I
my account,

In

2.35

January, 1895, on
office of Sheriff Fennelly.

Patterson, retiring

ALL

class, E.

in the 2.35

Clark'B Helen G. winning in straight

S.

best of the

swing. Everything

the

free-for-all

lowing order:
Livery Boy,
Fanchon,
Bumps,

winter, has startea things moving all
along the line. In the woods every team
is on the move from peep-o’-day to dark,
week days and Sundays, in the effort to
make up for
also in full

avenue.

free-for-all

two

Wescott; Fanchon,
Bray, and Bumps,

a

made

The last

the

Harden.

“Six weeks sleddin' in March” is all
that is needed now to make this a pretty
good winter after all.

Raymond Haslem,

were

starters:

the traps!

at

Ledgelawn

the loot of

classes,
class, and quite a crowd

2.35

In

a

has been sustained. Tne new organ
of the party has been busy asserting
But asserthings for some weeks.
tion without evidence is not argument, and up to date not the slightest

coraplaiuant

The

Juliette Nickerson, agent for the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children. Judge Clark bound Nash over
to,the April term of the supreme court in
the sum of £400. Bail was furnished by
Nelson W. Chaney, Irving S. Mitchell and
Mrs. Sabra Mitchell.

another

charge of extravagance, cries at night which would awaken one
of imprudence, of misuse of public from profound slumber. These cries were
not unlike the cries of a human being in
fuuds—all of which have been darkly
with the bark like
hinted at by our democratic friends, distress, intermingled
a dog.
Mr. Sailbury has had some
not

shown in the court

when

bruises

of black and

were a mass

Miss

a

This committee—a sort of smelling
The fisheries of Maine, in which Hancommittee—purred around for a few
dayB, and then reported, and on the cock county has no small part, are an imstrength of that report it was vottd portant industry of the State. For the
year ending last November there were 15that no nominations be made.
093 persons engaged in the fisheries off
A year has since passed, the manthe Maine coast. They produced a total
agement of the city’s affairs have con- of 210,437,524 pounds of fish of an
aggretinued in the hands of the republigate value of $4,154,115. There was inwho
have
followed
the
same
cans,
vested *3,260.8^4 and the total paid for
general policies of the two preceding labor was £1,855,949.
years, and with the same general
Mrs. Abigail Bragdon, the oldest person
good results. And yet the cry of the

action;

blue
room.

so-

Caucuses.

The democrats of Ellsworth are to
hold their caucuses for the nomination of candidates for mayor and
aldermen this evening—too late for
ns to make comment this week.
It is
safe to predict, however, that they
will not display the same good judgment that they did a year ago, and
refrain from making any nominations
at all.

then sent up stairs and left
m. to 9 p. m. w ithout food.

a.

boy's legs

The

true.

This week’s edition
American is 2,2."0 copies.

Republican

an

2:5'l|

of The

P«r orde-

from 11.30

tax-collector; another
inspector of public buildings;

offices—one

11:21
p.m
a.ib

Nash

trial before

on

beaten and

The “star” editor of the Democrat
has made another discovery of repubIt has just come
lican wickedness.
to his knowledge that some of the
aldermen hold or have held other

PHASES.

7:31

First

on

Harbor Knights Templar was given at the
ciety’ people in the mansion, and Casino Friday evening and was one of the
been
has
there
btfore
never
certainly
most enjoyable events of the season. The
such an array of wedding
gifts. hall was elaborately decorated, and never
Every couutry in the civilized world, presented a more attractive appearance.
even if China is included in that cateAll about the front of the balcony was a
d ifferent colored
gory, was represented in the tributes string of several hundred
electric lights and flags, and bright colthat were showered on the bride.

_4 ±A±A JLjl
ISi? 201L

of

distinguished gathering

a

ZZJZnM
ililiiJA

was

while the nuptials were performed.
It was the most notable wedding
that the capital has ever known.
Never before has a White House
wedding attracted such attention.
Never* before has there been 6uch

FEBRUARY

28

the Ice Track.
Wednesday afternoon Frank J.

of the President was led to
the altar. Miss Alice Roosevelt was
married to Representative Nicholas
Longworth, of Ohio, at noon by Bishop
Satterlee, and all of Washington
not bidden to the White House for
the ceremony watched and waited

application.

2R'?7

Knight Templar Dance—Trotting

daughter

Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents tor three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and 88 cents
icspectHi ty All arrearages are reckoned
Mse‘rate of $2 per year.
Jud-vertifiutf Hates—Are reasonable, and will

15 16 17

HARBOR.

Judge B. E. Clark, of
the municipal court, charged with cruelty
to hi* nine-year-old stepson, Bernard
The w heels of business stopped in Nash. The testimony showed that on the
the previous Sunday the boy was cruelly
while
Washington Saturday

AT

1906

at

ness earned the right to a renomination. It is hardly probable that any
one will have the nerve to contest it.

lYERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

m made Known on

BAR

least two terms,
but in the case of Mr. Wood he has
by conspicuous ability and faithful-

county attorney

«tt}e tiEllstDOYtt) American.

$2,216,713

88

none

$2,216,713

88

1905.

$196,628 13
641,038 42
236.886 92
500,000 00
440,160 41
200,000 00

$2,216,713
Agent,

8*4

IS FURNISHED

FAIRBANKS

BY

2“**“ ENGINES

Made in

styles adapted

portable,

marine.

to all

Write

needs—stationary,

your special requirements for power and we will tell
you just what
engine you ought to have, and how little it
will cost.
us

Our ironclad guarantee goes with every en*
gine we send out.

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

I

SAVING

Mrs. Mary J. Dunham, who has been
visiting in Brewer for Severn 1 weeks, came
home Saturday.

By Mary Donaldson

Copyright,

1!W>.

by K

A party of about twenty-five enjoyed a
sled-ride to Charles Monaghan’s camp at
No. 8 Tuesday evening, for a camp

McClure

party.

W. H. Brown left on Monday evening
for a trip to Portland and Boston to purchase machinery for the new mill he will
build for the East Machias Lumber Co.
this spring.

village in the land there is
neYr-do-weil who is pitied anil con-

In every

In the
in the same breath.
Peters was
village »f Glenvllle Jim
He was constitutionally
the man.
was a toper from head to heel,

demned

Miss Add if Leach, of Bluehill, was here
Saturday night on her way home from
Portland, w here she has been engaged as
substitute teacher m the public schools.

],zv.

two children ofteu
and his wife and
wanted for clothes and food. Mr. Pewith on nuters had been struggled
had given
merous occasions. Women
nidti had hinthim tongue lashings, and
ed at tar and feathers. He had been
induced to sign the temperance pledge

Charles W. Smith and wife went to Bluehill Sunday, the guests of Miss Leach and
parents.
__

4*,

<Mwxl CktavJii

G&WCtk&ffijjAnrLiJLf*
No

dangerous drugs

concoctions
stomach

are

or

taken

alcoholic
into

Hyomei is used.
Breathed through the inhaler, the
balsamic healing of IIyom§i penewhen

trates to the most remote cells of the
nose and throat, and thus kills the
catarrhal germs, heals the irritated
mucous
membrane, and gives complete and permanent cure.
is the simplest, most pleasand the only guaranteed cure for
catarrh that has been
discovered.

Mr9. Frank E. Swett is ill.
Dennis Reynolds and wife
at

visiting Complete outlit, $ 1.00; extra bottle,

are

Bradley.

Renaldo Conary, of Bangor, is visiting
friends here.

his general laziness.
One (lay when the Woman's Mission
society was holding its monthly meet-

50 cents.
For sale by G. A. Parcher.

week

on

business.

Mrs. D. B. Alley, of Oak Point, is visitrelatives and friends here.

ing

given license to go ahead, and she proceeded to go over the old beaten track.

Thomas

Pinkham and wife entertained

party Saturday evening.

small

a

Jim signed the pledge, agreed to stop
chewing plug tobacco and go to work,

Capt. George

W.

Alley

and wife enter-

tained last Friday evening. About forty
w’ere present.
Bert Lewis, of Ellsworth, is ill with the
rheumatism at the home of bis sister,
Mrs. Mark Tate.

even expressed
anxiety to
religion" and liecomc In time a
il. eon of the church. His good resolutions carried him along for two weeks,
and then be fell down, and he fell hard;
not only that, hut he I toasted around
an

ELLSWORTH.

west

that Aunt Hanna was an easy person
to (leal with.
The good woman lived aliout a mile
out of the village, having a farm of
her own and enjoying the life of a
spinster, and one-morning she got up,

The

here

grange

entertained

about

Almira]
BALDASSAIE-At Brooksvllle, Feb 7, to Mr
and Mrs Frank
Baldassale, a daughter.
[Pearl Frances ]
BILLINGS—At Deer Isle, Feb 12, to Mr and
Mrs Henry D Billings, a daughter. [Ruth
Louisa J
BLACK—At Tremont, Jan 25, to Mr and Mrs
Allen Black, a daughter.
CANDAGE— At North Brooklln, Feb’4, to Mr
and Mrs Erastus J Candage, a daughter.
[Annie Eleanor |
CARR—At Mariavllie, Feb 14, to Mr and Mis

Irving II Carr, a son.
DA VIS-At Deer Isle, Feb 13, to Mr and Mrs
Frank H Day Is, a son.
GRINDAL—At Sedgwick, Feb 12, to Mr and
Mrs Ernest R Grlndal, a daughter. [Jessie
Sarah ].
GRIN OLE-At Bluehill, Feb 13, to Mr and Mrs
Herbert W Grlndle, a daughter.
IIA LLET— At Tremont, Jan 24, to Mr and Mrs

twenty members of East Bluehill grange
Benjamin Hallet, a 'laughter.
Saturday evening. A supper was served,
and the following programme was carried HAVEY—At East *ulllvan, Feb 11, to Mr and
Mrs Erastus Havey, a son.
out:
Singing, male quartette; reading, HOOPER—At Castlne, Feb 17, to Mr and Mrs
Warren P Hooper, a daughter.
Mrs. Lillian Conary; dialogue, Messrs.
Stonin/ton. Feb 9, to Mr and
Carter, Cunningham and John Carter; ROBBINS—At
Mrs Frank Henry Robbins, a son.
to he told by the hired man that somesinging, Mrs. Hooper and Mrs. Carter; SALISBURY-At Otis, Feb
>7, to Mr and Mrs
body had robbed the smokehouse overEben Salisbury, a daughter.
reading, James Carter; dialogue, John and
night. Jim I’eters was the only per- James
Carter;
singing,
George
Cunningson for ten miles around who could lie
MARRIKD.
ham; reading, Mrs. Alice Guptill; solo.
suspected, ami when the hired man Miss Grace Beede; reading, Miss Gertie
BA BRIDGE—RICHARDSON—At Mt Desert,
told his news he added that Jim ought i
Short
Seeds; singing, Henry Glass.
Feb 0. by M L Alien, e q. Li-sle M Babbldge
to be arrested and his house searched
to Fred L Richardson, both of Mt Desert.
, addresses by visiting grangers and memfor the plunder.
BICK
FORD—SPUR LING—At Winter Harbor.
bers of the home
followed. The

in

a

vigorous

grange

I West Ellsworth grange is increasing in
membership and plans soon to build a
hall.
_

GREEN

LAKE.

Hardy, Capt. Noble

Amos

and

Pierce

spent Sunday at Green Lake,
j Mr. Nutter and wife arrived Monday to
spend a few days at their cottage.
The

has

snow

here.

Emery, Chute
j
1

brought quite lively times
Emery, Fitts, Edgar

Marcellus

and Hub

Emery

are

loading

cars.

Fridays and Saturdays as fishing is
allowed, quite a number of Bangor parties
arrive, but catches have been small.
| Walter D. Buckley caught six or seven
! fish, the largest weighing two pounds.
! Walter Maddocks, of East Holden, went to
I Rocky
pond, and caught seventeen
pickerel.
Theatre, Boston.
Harry Houdini, “the handcuff king,” is
to be the star attraction at Keith's the
week of Feb. 26. His specialty consists
Keith’s

extricating himself from any set or
handcuffs, manacles or shackles. The surrounding show is a capital
in

number of

it includes Searl and Violet Allen and
company, in a new and original comedy
skit entitled “The New Reporter”; Monin the farce,
roe, Mack and Lawrence,
“The Two Sensator9j” the Harmony Four,
vocalists, comedians and instrumentalists; Post and Russell, comedians and
dancers; Kathereine Bloodgood, contralto
soloist; the Ortaneys, European balancers,
who introduce a clever canine; the Garone,

rity Sisters, pleasing singers
and Mr. and Mrs. Lucier,

retail

it 01 I

a m

*

and
in

dancers,

“A

Rustic

The

Feb 19, by F U Bunker esq. Mrs li ttle E
Bickford to William Spurling, both of Winter
llarior.

CHISHOLM—CROSBY—At E'lsworth, Feb 20,
by Rev J D O Itrien, Miss Kll/tn. tn M Chisholm, of AniLonlsh Haro* r. N S, to James
Clarei ce Cros' y, of Cranberry Isles.
LOOM BS—FA KNsWORTII—At Franklin, Feb

■
by Rev C E Peter en, Ml*s Casclo J
Coomb* to John W Farnsworth, both of West
Fra nklln.
IIA Tell —BROWN—At Deer Isle, Feb 15, by
R* v C W Robinson, Miss Alberta Hatch, of
Deer Isle, »o < yrus Brown, of Camden.
MACK—M’CLURE—At Ellsworth, Feb 20, by
Rev J D O'Brien, 'Mas Susie E Mack to Albert
McClure, Itoih of Cherry Held.
MARSHALL-EATON-At Deer Isle. Feb 13,
by E P Spofford, e»q, Miss Ethel Marshall to.
Kred D Eaton, both of Deer Isle

will

ment with the

fine

shreds

or

I

am now

for all

CATARRH OF THE NOSE
feverishness and a tight sensation
At first
and fullness in the head, obstructing the nasal passages.
there is a watery discharge, but later this becomes thick, yellow and
tenacious, constantly dropping into the throat.
If neglected ulceration and decay of the cartilage and hones occur,
often perforating the palate. Headache, foul breath, weak and watery
eyes, inability to think connectedly, and loss of memory are further
symptoms.

CATARRH OF THE THROAT
an
irritation and sensation of heat and dryness,
with a constant hawking; later, copious expectoration of phlegm,
throat sore, breathing difficult, and voice affected.

Symptoms .*—First,

CATARRH OF THE STOMACH
Symptoms:—Sufferer

is weak, dizzy, emaciated, hollow-cheeked,
dull-eyed, restless and nervous; his sleep is troubled, he has bad
dreams; is despondent and fearful of impending calamity; has dull,
grinding or sharp shooting pains in side or stomach ; suffers nausea
after -eating, is short of breath, and has a hot, bitter fluid rising in

throat.

CATARRH OF THE INTESTINES
Symptoms :—Constant dull, grinding pain in the

bowels and a weakening diarrhea, consisting largely of watery excretions with floating strips
of detached bowel membrane, which later develops into bloody flux.
Emaciation, inability to extract nourishment from food, nervousness
and sleeplessness.

CATARRH OF THE LIVER AND KIDNEYS
Symptoms:—Skin

drawn and yellow.
Sight blurred with black
specks floating on field of vision. Sufferer feels weak and dizzy.
Rising suddenly after stooping causes everything to turn dark. A dull
pain in the small of the back which gradually uses up all vitality, leaving
the victim trembling and exhausted. Also a constant desire to urinate.

un-

taxes under my contract
which I am obliged to pay
if not collected.

paid

MIANUS MOTORS ting you to jail.
Kindly give this
leoe
Diop steel forging for
nectlng rod.

con

Interchangeable bronze bearings can be replaced In five
minutes.

Irridium spark points—nothing

I

better.

_

We can deliver engines, marine or stationary, 2 to 1500
H. P.—nothing better made.

carburetor
Agents for Maine for Schebler
our engines with the same.
our
We carry everything for Uas Engines and
Tel. 1817-11.
price Is right.
autl At

G. 0. THORNDIKE Gen««e.
Portland Pier, Portland, fie.

so

Symptoms .'—Chilliness, lassitude,

Symptoms .'—Sharp pains

in the lower abdomen and a loss of control
Constant desire to urinate, with intense pain as water
touches the sore membranes.
As a result, the victim is continually
straining and is soon brought to a state of nervous collapse. Face
drawn and pallid, eyes dull, palms of hands and feet damp and clammy.

Dec. 29, 1905.
Taxes went on interest Aug. 1, 1905,
as per vote of City Government.

ORGANS Cleaned, Repaired and
Tuned. Sewing Machines
Cleaned and Repaired.
Leave orders at
Staples. Smith and
Moody's, or mall a postal addressed to
“Organa," Box 209, Ellsworth, Maine.

Advertisers in THE AMERICAN

capturing the trade*

of the urine.

are

ji

^

PELVIC CATARRH
Symptoms?—A

leucorrhea, exhausting and often offensive,
accompanied by dragging pain in the back and hips, lower abdomen
and thighs.
Stomach disturbances and skin eruptions, sick headache
and dizziness. Trouble is accompanied by female irregularities, con*
stipation and a disordered stomach.
constant

BROKEN-DOWN SYSTEM
Symptoms:—The

symptoms preceding physical and mental collapie
loss of weight and strength, pallor, palpitation of the heart, shortness of breath, nervousness, despondency and unrestfulness; lassitude
and dullness; lack of energy and inability to concentrate powers;
irregular appetite and bowels; dyspepsia and headache.

your im-

mediate attention.
J. II. Bkesnaiiax,
Collector.
Ollice in Cushman block, Franklin St.

v

CATARRH OF THE BLADDER

I cannot allow my bondstop of each.
men to settle your tax, and I
Men who command the most respect
suggest that you go to the
have the least thought of self.
bank and borrow the money,
Among other lost arts is that of keeping
which will cost you no more
one’s mouth closed when there’s nothing
than you are now obliged to
more to say.
pay the city; it will save
MO8F8, FLORIST,
you the expense of having
BAR IIARMOR.
Open all the y»*ar ’round.
lien claim attachments placed
on your property, or the un'ao&frttsEincnta.
pleasant duty of my commit-

NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED

and endorsement to the guarantee that Rexall Mucu-Tone
any disease or trouble arising from Catarrh or they will

All we ask is your word and the empty bottle and we’ll give your
money back. No signed certificate. We believe the public, especially
the sick, are honest -and we hope that they believe we are honest
also. If they do, certainly every sick person who suffers from any of
the following ailments should take advantage of our offer to-day.
Rexall Mucu-Tone cures:

arranging settle-

City

$20,000,000 and whose retail business aggregates
sales, have agreed to give their name, financial

annual

is a bona-fide discovery for the cure of all ailments due to Catarrhal
affections. We know that it is net a cure-all, but a remedy built on
scientific lines—not a patent medicine—each one of the 1,000 druggists
knows its formula and its value. It has one great additional value
besides curing constitutional Catarrh—that is as a system builder. No
such tonic was ever before designed for the curing of inflammation of
the mucous membrane—nor can it be improved on in the present age.
c
Just stop and reason with yourself for one minute—we are doing
business right here in your midst—could we afford to offer our name
and endorsement to Mucu-Tone as Ive do if we did not know that it is
an honest medicine?
Can we afford to agree—as we hereby do—that
we will refund you every penny you pay us for the medicine if it does
not benefit you ?

&ttofrti8nnmt&.

shavings as possible.
Dust on a little salt, and the addition of
some celery salt will give to the cabbage a
decided celery taste, making it much like
Serve on small plates with
a celery salad.
a spoonful or more of boiled dressing on
as

drug

REXALL MUCU-TONE

MOSES’ FLORAL WORK is widely known.
Addrea—HAR IIARMOR only.
Open all the year ’round.

TAXES! TAXES!

the leaders of the

that will get our backing. It’s not all profit that leads us and our 1,000
associates into endorsing this remedy. It is our years of experience
with medicines and our knowledge of them that teaches us that

DIED.

abbage Salad.
Select a small, firm, white head of cabbage and cut in quarters. Take out most
of the hard stalk. Let stand in the ice
cold w'ater for an hour, drain and cut into

are

our connection with the Rexall Remedies, particof Mucu-Tone.
Why ? Because a remedy must be something out of the ordinary

ularly

tures will be

C

cure

who

refund the money.
We are proud of

BA RROUR—At Stoulngton, Feb 11, Timothy 8
Bur hour, aged 71 years, 4 months, 28 da>s.
BOWDEN—At Penobscot, Feb 15, Jaro?s A
Bowden, aged 77 years.
CARR—At Santa Cruz, Cal, Feb 5, Charles
Carr, formerly of Mariavllle, aged 86 years.
COLE—At East Surry, Fob 15, Mrs Deborah
Cole, aged 83 ytars
IIA RMON—At Castlne, Feb 19 Mary, daughter
of Mr and Mrs Michael J Harmon, aged 21
years.
1111,1,—At East Sullivan, Feb 16, Mrs Eliza
Chilcott Hill, aged 86 yetrs, 2 months, 14 days
HOOPER-At Ellsworth, Feb 21, Lewis F
Hooper, aged 60 years.
HOOPER—At Bucksport, Fob 14, Joshua I’
Hooper, aged 83 years.
NEWHALL— At Orland, Feb 17, Charles C
Newball, of North Ellsworth, aged 72 years.
OBER—At Seal Cove, Feb 9, Joseph W Ober,
aged 68 years, 3 months, 23 days.
SM A LL—At Sunset (Deer Isle), Feb 13, John
Small, aged 83 years.
STANLEY—At Mlnturn (Swan’s Island), Feb
18, Mrs Abigail Stanley, aged 86 years.
TORREY—At Brooklln, Feb 13, George A,
youngest Bon of Capt and Mrs Frank Torrey,
aged 23 years, 3 mouths, 17 days.

customary change of motion picmade in the kinetograph.

$70,000,000

druggists

tracle °f the United States, and that means the
world, and who are rated by Bradstreet and Dun

-at
over

Romeo”.

manner.

As it was summer and he had
only a
ragged cotton shirt across his back he
*’as
speedily reminded of life boyhood
ays. He reached for the
dipper and
owned a quart of water, and then
said:
I say, I want
this trap taken off.
° You think
I’m a man of wood or
iron?
When I tell folks that Aunt

We’re Proud to Make

backing

BORN.
Willis Sadler, w ho has been ill with the
measles, is better.
ATHERTON—At RluehlU, Fob IS. lo Mr and
Airs llarry A Atherton, it daughter. (Matt'e
Capt. W. L. Pratt went to Rockland last

ing Aunt Hanna Davis brought up Jim
Peters' case anew and declared that
something should he done. She was

Jim’s shoulders

STATEMENT

the

ant

twenty different occasions, only to
break it curb time anybody offered him
lie laid been provided with
a drink, and
work many times over, only to show

"We must not accuse any‘one without evidence,” replied Aunt 11i;
"It may have been Jim I’eters or It
I'm rather of
may have been a dog.
the opinion that it was a dog. and I
would suggest that you got out the old
bear trap and set It In front of the
If u dog steals
smokehouse tonight.
meal ouce he will twice, won't her"
"That's what l have heard," observed
the hired mau as he started fur the
buru to hunt for the old trap.
Aunt Hannah had started In to reform Jim Peters In earnest mood, and
she. bragged that she would accomplish what others had failed to do.
When the man backslid she was rebuked and criticised on all sides, and.
although she seemed to take it in good
part, she felt something of a spirit of
revenge.
I Lie bear trap was oiled and set. but
It was a week before any game appeared. It was the hired man again
who brought her news.
As he tame
into the kitchen with the milk palls
he observed laconically:
"Well, Mrs. Davis, we have caught
the dog."
"I see," she replied after a look from
the window.
"It's a dog that looks exactly like
Jim Peters.”
“Yes?
I’ll go out after breakfast
and have a closer look.
I wish you
would cut me three or four switches
from a peach tree before you go to
work.
If you hear the dog howling,
you needn't stop hoeing corn on that
account.”
The woman lingered over her breakfast as long as she could, and when
she finally donned her sunbonnet and
wandered out to the smokehouse she
had several switches, a pail of water
and a dipper in her hands.
“Mood morning, Mr. Peters.” she suluted when she had come to a halt.”
I
was
looking for my jackknife
here last night, and I walked into thi3
old trap,” he said by way of explanation.
"Yes, I set?. Is Mrs. Peters well?”
“About I he same as usual.”
“And tlie children?"
"Hang it, why don’t you call Joe up
and tell him to get me out of this?
Dlls infernal trap has about cut my
log off. if ’twas anybody but you I'd
have the law on ’em. Who knows how
long I’ll be laid up with this leg?”
“Mr. Peters," said Aunt Hannah in
very sober tones, "do you remember
your promises to me?”
"How am I going to keep promises
"hen all the town is agin’ me? You
nre agin’ me, too, or
you wouldn’t have
set this
trap for me."
*^°u have been coaxed, bribed.
Pleaded with and fairly bought, but
you still loaf around and
get drunk.
It la time that some other
plan was
resorted to. Drink this.”
She handed him a
dipper of water,
and he drunk about
He
half of it.
"ns about to
pour the rest ou the
ground when she said:
I know it has a
strange taste to you,
mit you’ll have to
get used to it. Don’t
a drop. Here—have some more."
“I’ve had a-plenty."
Aunt Hannah picked
up one of the
switches and proceeded to
jay It over

atrfjcrtiarmnua.

&£5nuLcA—

Hyomei

MOUTH OF THE RIVER.

on

ami he

atrtjerttBemma.

bury.

JIM PETERS
H.

SSUbcrtigrauntg.

Miss Eugenie N. Moore, of
Bangor, is
the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Martin Salis-

are

You may not believe what is printed above, but be do. and if
you buy Rexall Mucu-Tone or any other Rexall Remedy and find
we are wrong we wul give you back your money as
cheerfully as we
took it.
If you know of any better way for us to show our endorsement of Rexall Remedies, tell us, and we’ll gladly adopt it.
>

E. Q. MOORE,
n

Druggist.

.------

j

The American has subscribers at 107
of the 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
other papers in the County comAll i
bined

dp not reach

can i»

so

many.

only paper

not the

Bancock county, and has

here March

never

The circulaare merely local papers.
tion of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Uecord's summer List, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

rest

COUNTY NEWS.
County News

other prices

see

quite

who has been

HI, is better.
Frank Davis and wife are
irratnlations on the birth of

receiving

con-

a son.

Miss Grace Greene, who has been employed in Massachusetts, is at home for a
vacation.
Marine

lodge

will have

a

chopping

and

hauling match for Mrs. Elmer Haskell the
coming week.
Harry Powers, who was called home by
turned to

re-

U. of M.

Spofford and wife left Mona trip to Washington, D. C., and
Beach, Florida. They will return

Judge
day on
Palm

has

grandmother,

his

the death of

E. P.

the last of March.
week

was

one

of

j
|
YOU CAN BANK BY MAIL SAFELY

community is saddened by the
death of a well-known citizen, Joseph W.
Ober, who passed away Friday, Feb. 9,
after an illness of about five weeks, aged
about sixty-eight years. By the death of
Mr. Ober a place is made vacant, not only
in his home village, but in neighboring
The

of

the

death of

well known

was

and

and the vacancy will not
In business Mr. Ober was

be

filled.

relations with
He

was

a

and his

contractor,

;

business

most pleasant.
republican, a deep
posted on the questions

all

were

day. He
neighbor, a man
of the

1

was

THE FIRST NATIONAL

and

Springs,

of Stockton

a

services

were

held at

j

ACCURACY

son,

Count* £9«u>»

*«*•

LAMOINE.
was

in

Almon

Sunday.

Gray

lost

valuable horse last

a

wjek.

Johnnie Lunt has gone to Bangor for
medical treatment.

The

pie sociable Friday evening
Proceeds, $7.70.

was

a

success.

visits to

ious

bor,

was

attend the funeral.

also here to

sel

on

the next

days last week with Miss Wilson.
Mrs. Rose G. Allen, who is ill with blood

Mrs. Willard Rich

Capt.

Roland

H.

Lunt

and wife

and

and

Etta

Grace

daughters

spent Friday and Saturday
Hunt’s

mother,

OAK

has the measles.
the family are bet-

ter.

their

_

now

The other members of

with

Capt.

Mrs. L. M. Lunt.

Schools closed Friday. The pupils gave
exhibition under the management of
the teachers, Mrs. Kane and Miss Harriman.
Proceeds, |18. Much credit is due
Mrs. Kane and Miss Harriman.

S E E D
TIME

an

Capt. Charles P. Lunt and wife gave a
valentine party for their daughter Evelyn
Wednesday evening. There were twentysix present, beside the family. In a bow
and arrow contest, Harry Sprague won
first prize and Ray Dow, second. Refreshments were passed by two little maids in
and
white—Muriel Lunt
Marguerite
Clark.

Feb. 19.

Thelma.

CENTER.
William Butler and wife have returned
from Sorrento.
Bartlett has returned to h's
Bartlett's Island.

Willard
home at

Owing to the storm last Thursday evening there was no concert at the Methodist
church.
Rev. D.

ings will

M. Angell

announces

that meet-

be held at houses

during the
mainder of February and March.

Quite

a

number drove

over

to

re-

Benjamin

Carter’s at the Long Pond house, SaturThe evening was spent in
day evening.

dancing

and games.

Claud Murphy, Miss Mabel Sweet a«d
Miss Rubie Higgins, of Sound, attended
the party given by Miss Silva Higgins
Friday evening. About thirty were present.

H.

Feb. 19.

INDIAN POINT.
C.

H. Stover lost his horse last week.

Hebert Cousins, who has been very i
ill with pneumonia, is out, and is now at
her father's, Elvin Higgins.
Mrs.

William Walls, after three weeks’ vacation left last Friday for another year’s
work, as cook on a steamer out of Portsmouth, N. H.
H.
Feb. 19.
MARIA VILLE.

“®e experienced farmer
has learned that some
grains require far different soil than others;
some crops need differenthandling than others.
He knows that a great
deal depends upon right
planting at the right
time, and that the soil
must be kept enriched.
No use of complaining
in summer about a mistake made in the spring.
Decide before the seed
is planted.
“3e best time to remedy wasting conditions in
the human body is before the evil is too deep
rooted. At the first evidence of loss of flesh

Scott’s Emulsion
should be taken immediately. There is nothing that will repair
wasted tissue more
quickly or replace lost
flesh more abundantly
than Scott’s Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordinary foods absolutely
fail.
We t&tll send you

m

sample

Be

free.

sure

that this

picture in the form
of

label is on the
of every
wrapper
bottle of Emulsion
you buy.
a

SCOTT C8t

Irvin Carr and wife

BOWNE

Charles Carr, a former resident of this
town, died in Santa Cruz, Cal., Feb. 7,
after a short illness. Mr. Carr was born

409 Pearl Street
NEW YORK
50c. and $x;
all druggiata

A

son was

born to

recently.

CHEMISTS

I

POINT.

Capt. John Colson,
ill, is better.
Mrs.

Alma S.

and relatives at

who has been

quite

Alley is visiting friends
Ellsworth.

Mrs. Menia Whitmore, Bar Harbor, iB
her parents, John H. Burr and
wife.

visiting

Mrs. Charlotte Clark and John Bunvisited their parents, J. H. Burr and wife,
last week.

Miss Mudgett has closed

Wednesday evening.
dainty repast, prepared by Mrs. Burr, was
H.

Burr’s

A

Earl

Rich’s parents, H. C. Milli-

guests of Mrs.
ken and wife.
Feb. 18.

Sumac.

Pluta-jbch.

Feb. 19.

BASS HARBOR.
Closson’s little

son

Charles

was run

into by

Mrs. Leslie Joyce took part of two days
and gave the little folks of Atlantic a ride.

They reported

an

enjoyable

time.

The masked ball in Seaside hall

was a

Some of the maskers called on
correspondent and left no doubt that

success.

the
it was rightly named a “poverty ball”.
Net proceeds, |24, to help pay for the hall.
Feb. 17.
8.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

Wesley Bartlett is visiting friends

in

Massachusetts.
Miss Vina Ray is out again after

at-

an

tack of measles.

Jessie Fullerton and Georgie Ray have
w

ith the measles.

Miss Elsie Robbins has closed her school
at Seal Harbor. She will visit her aunt,
Mrs. Washburn McFarland, a few days
before coming home.
Feb. 19.
L.

a sled, while coasting, and severely
injured.
EAST BLCEHILL.
The village benefit society gave an iceU. L. Candage, who has been ill, is out
cream sociable at Mrs. Henry A1 bee’s Friagain.
day evening.
Friends of Mrs. A. F. Smith, of PortHfenry Marks has been to Portland durland, sympathize with her in the loss of ing the last w eek as a representative to the
her husband, who died Feb. 10.
grand lodge A. O. U. W.
Mrs. Manda Carter went to Portland
Capt. C. O. Martin, in the lobster smack
E\ia Martin, arrived from Portland Fri- as a representative from the D. of H., of
day. He is paying 32 cents this trip, the East Bluehill, to attend the grand lodge.
Feb. 19.
Jim.
highest price ever paid here.

Schools closed last week. Miss Hamlin
left Saturday for Gorham to spend a few
days before returning to her studies at
Bates

college.

Miss

Lawn

friends here.
Feb. 19.

is

visiting
X. Y. Z.

WALTHAM.

Benjamin Willey

PRETTY MARSH.
James Hersey was in town last week
visiting old friends.
Mrs.

Josephine Freeman, of North
W’eare, N. H., is visiting her daughters
here.
S.

and wife

are

home.

Miss Isabelle Jordan has returned from

Lagrange.

,iin. 2«*

well,
Reaolved, That we have lost a good, faithful
member from our ranks, one who alw .y* had
&
kind word, a cheering smile, and war*
faithful
In all respects.
Reaolved, That a copy of th^se re
olutloss
be sent to the afflicted family, a copy be
spread
on our records, a copy be published in
the
Ellsworth American, and o. r charier be
draped fora period of thirty days.
J 'MKS B. Bkttkl.
David

Curtis,
Mhrtom Kmertox.
on resolutions.

success-

very

Bangor.
Mrs. Abbie Allen has

to

Committee

North

parents in Brooksville.
Miss Grace Lancaster has returned to
her home in Revere, Mass.
Mrs. J. H. Sweet left Thursday for New
where she w ill visit friends.

York,

Mrs. P. B.

ing friends
Saturday.

Billings, who has been visitin Holden, returned home

Ernest Grindle and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter

(Jessie).

The

Misses Jennie and Sarah

who have

teaching
Saturday.

been

turned home

Parker,

Lincoln,

in

re-

NORTH DEER ISLE.

week.

Mrs. O. P. Carter has been in Bluehill
the past week, called there by the illness
of her daughter, Mrs. Lizzie Willens.
of the past week
the death of George A., son of Capt.
Frank Torrey, of the schooner Carrie A.
One of the sad events

was

Bucknam,

The stage route between Bluehill and
Sedgw ick will be extended to Sargentviile, beginning Feb. 20.
Feb. 19.
I. S. M.

Mrs. Charles Eaton has the measles.

SEDGWICK.
O. I*. Carter, who has been under the
weather since Dec. 1, is around again.
Mrs. Seth I. Smith and little daughter,
of Bluehill, have been iu town the past

came

Bucksport.

of

Young Torrey

home from yachting and

was

but a few weeks when the end
Feb. 19.

home

came.

C.

NORTH BROOKIJN.

A little girl—Annie E.—came last Wednesday to brighten the home of F.rastus
Candage and wife.
Rev. Albert Bayley, who has just been
the
installed pastor of the Brookliu Baptist
church, preached here Sunday. A Urge
very congregation enjoyed an interesting ser-

schooner

E.

REACH.

is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

Mrs. Myrtle Robbins remains in very
poor health.
Mrs. Clara Holden is having quite
her eyes.

earn

if

severe

trouble with

P. Eaton and William F. Annis
cutting lumber to build their weirs.
James Robbins has launched his
sloop,

Moody

are

NEW SERIES

A
is

now

Shares, 81 each; monthly ;*<»y

open.

meats, 81 per share,

Robbins, has gone to
Fox Islands clamming.
WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
Fred Eaton, of this place, and Miss
shares, give a Arst mortgage
redac** it every month? Monthly
Ethel Marshall, of Deer Isle, were married
payments *nd interest together
Feb.
at
the
home
of the bride’s
Tuesday,
13,
will amount to but little mop*
than you
rent., mul

parents.

are now pay ng
in about ten years

fo*
you

will
Nancy Greanlawe has arrived from
Swan s Island, wh?re she has been
spend- OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
ing the winter with her son. Capt. Seth
For particulars inquire of
Mrs.

Greenlawe.

Feb. 19.

_*_

l.

A. W.

Mexkv W. Cushman, Seo y
First .Nat’i Bank BJUg.

Kino, President

SOUND.

gbtetjgementt*

Miss Olevia Higgins visited her parents,

P. S.

Higgins

Mrs.

and

Albert

w

ife,

last week.

Brown is

daughter, Mrs.

Ida

Harbor.

_

visiting

Woodworth,

19._

at

her
Bar

Spec.

GREAT POND.
Florean Fisher, of Hampden,
Mrs.
Matthew Laughlin and Hollis
Patterson,
of Machias, Mrs. Ed.
Crosby and Burnelle
Ha-lam, of Amherst, Albert Mace and
wife and Miss Inez Mace attended the funeral of Percy Williams
Tuesday. Miss
Ida Garland came from
Hampden to conduct the service. Music was furnished
by
Charles Silsby, Mrs. Helen
Mace, Mrs.

Phebe Jordan, who has been quite
improving.
Miss Minerva Jordan, of Ellsworth,
Mrs.

ill,

Feb. 19.

RESOLUTIONS
nitereaa, Death has again entered our ranks
and taken from os our beloved
brother, Alser.
non F. Cooper, who died
Tuesday,
*
190ft, therefore be 1*.
That we, the members of
Reaolved,
W||.
llam T. Sherman council No. to. J. o. u
A
M., while feeling sad on account of the death
of our esteemed brother, would bow in *ub.
mission to the will of Him who doeth all thing*

Haven, and returned

Feb. 19.

visit.

been very ill

served.

Fred

a

BLUEHILL.
M KM OKI VL

and with Alzenas

Friends gathered at the home of D. B.
Alley Tuesday evening, where all enjoyed
a very pleasant evening.
A goodly number attended the needle
and thimble club which was held at Mrs.
John

improving.

bearers were Hollis Patterson, QUv
Patterson, Maynard Linton and Eugene
Chick
and
Mrs. Williams
sons express
heartfelt
gratitude to those who have kindly assisted them in their trouble.
Feb. 10.
E

George Knight, who has been in
Mary Lynch, is home.
Mrs. Emetine Weed, who has been
low the past few weeks, is no better.
mon.
School closed Friday, and in the evening
Thursday afternoon, Feb. 15, at the
home of Mrs. Diana Hatch, her youngest the teacher, Miss Gertrude Parker, and
her
pupils carried out a very fine prodaughter, Miss Alberta li*tch, was marin Bay View hall.
ried to Cryus Brown, of Camden, by Rev. gramme
Feb. 19.
Xenophon.
C. H. Robinson, of Stonington. Immediate relatives only were present. The
A Guaranteed Cure for Tile*.
bride was attired in a traveling costume
Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Piles.
of brown cloth,
with
hat
to
match. OruaaU>» ate authorised to refund money If
PAZo OINTii h.N 1 .alls tucure In • to li days.
There were numerous lovely
presents. 50c.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown left for Washington,
ATLANTIC.
D. C., where a brief honeymoon will be
flanking.
Capt. Emery Joyce is keeping bache- passed. Returning they will make Camlor’s hall, his wife being in Rockland on a den their residence.

W.

Feb. 19.

iiijrrusrmniis.

is

Miss Evelyn Gray, who has been attending high school, has returned to Sargentville.

voyage.

woods.

Davis.

TREMONT.

WEST

flngei\

in her

Mrs. Louise Hinckley has moved to Stonington, where her husband is employed.

at

Feb. 19.

and is at home.

few

HANCOCK POINT.
A misstatement was made by the correSargentville expected nothing
W. F. Hutchings and wife moved to
Miss Leitie Carter is visiting Miss May
less. After dinner the evening was spent spondent recently regarding Capt. John Gouldsboro Saturday,
The removal of
*rith music, cards, etc.
Latty’s vessel. Capt. Latty is master of this family is a source of regret to all here. Young.
Rex.
schooner G. A. Hayden, now in winter They have ever been among our roost
Feb. 19.
Edna Gallison leaves to-morrow to visit
He will
quarters at Eigartown, Mass.
helpful and kind-hearted neighbors, and her sister in Portland.
OTIS.
leave Monday, Feb. 19, to start his vessel. most
A. M. Carter and wife,
generous and public-spirited citizens.
and Joseph
Miss Ruth D. Warren is taking lessons Capt. Latty has recently purchased of All are
glad that they keep their home TufTts and wife are visiting Mrs. George
in shorthand.
Mr. Lanpher, of Hall Quarry, the prop- here, and are likely to return occasionally,
in
Trenton.
Hopkins
A daughter was born to Eben Salisbury erty known as the Thurston place.
if only for brief periods.
W. A Crabtree and wife spent a few days
Feb. 17.
N.
H.
and wife Feb. 17.
Feb. 19.
last week with Mr. Crabtree's sister, Mrs.
Mr.
The fishermen report good luck.
A. B. Crabtree, Hancock.
EGYPT.
SORRENTO.
Tibbetts’ party caught a handsome string
C. W. Thurston, assistant keeper at
Frank Jordan is at home.
Mrs. Luther Pinkham has been visiting
©f forty trout’last Tuesday.
Crabtree’s ledge light, has returned from a
I.
W.
week.
at
Nash’s
the
a3t
Clark
were
Friends of Miss Amy
sorry
j
Sanford Grindle and wife, of Bar Harvacation with his family at McKinley.
Miss Addie White, of Hancock, is em- to hear of her severe illness.
bor,, are with Mrs. Grindle’s parents,
Feb. 19.
E.
Wallace Tibbetts and wife.
Daniel Card and wife, Ellsworth, were
ployed at C. W. Sargent fc. Mrs. Della
the guests of Mrs. Mary West this week.
Kelley, her mother, is with her.
Mrs. Harriet Salisbury returned to EllsNORTH LAMOINE.
Miss May Robertson gave a party Saturworth last Tuesday, after several months’
A surprise party was given Mrs. Barney
Mrs. Edith Odum, who has spent a
her
fifteenth
About
Feb.
with
her
Mullan on Wednesday evening,
birthday.
7, month with her
stay
grandson, Harry Salisbury. day evening,
parents, has returned to
She was presented with a
been confined twenty of her schoolmates and friends her birthday.
Nathan Salisbury has
Franklin Falls.
had
a
time.
very
pleasant
to the house for some time with trouble
pretty lamp.
Mrs. Lizzie Saunders is visiting relatives
Feb. 19.
T.
with his eyes. He intends to go to Bangor
Mrs. Julia Hutchins has returned from
and friends here before going to Stoninghospital in the spring.
Lynn, Mass., where she has been spending ton to visit her daughter, Mrs.
Harry C.
SEAWALL.
the winter.
Her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Mason.
The last horse race on the pond was very
home.
her
It
was
won
Dei.
Newman
Stratton,
accompanied
Marnal
is
Salisbury
exciting.
by
getting traps ready
A novel sight here was a yoke of steers,
Edwin Sava re’s horse broke through reared and
again. And Del. modestly asserts, “They for spring.
owned by A. E. Sargent, seen
haven’t seen Kit ‘go’ yet!”
and
before
the ice on the bay Wednesday,
Ezekiel Jackson fell last week on the ice
recently on their initiatory trip through
was
be
could
sufficient help
obtained,
Hoop-pole business has been phenome- fracturing some ribs.
the town. They w*ere a reminder of “ye
drowned. On the same day Neal Johnson, olden time”.
nal. The mild and open winter has been
Davii Malanson, jr., who cut his foot
his
its
one
of
of Bar Harbor, lost
horses,
favorable. E. L. Grover, one dealer, paid
Feb. 19.
quite badly some lime ago, is out again.
Y.
out in one day for hoops f600.
leg being broken while working in the
Feb. 19.
Dolly.
thorn

G. F. Gott’s

Ruby Mace and Mrs. Dana \V illiama. Tha

gone
PENOBSCOT.
Richardson, 85; Estelle Gray, 85;
care for her
sister, Mrs.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Mark Somes, 84; Eugene Walls, 80; Abra- Sedgwick to
w
ill.
ho
is
ham Fernald, 80; Pearl Richardson, 80; Allen,
Whereaa, It has pleased the Supreme Grand
J. B. Babson and wife came home Satur- Master to call from our lodge and midst to hi*
Alvin Hannah. 77; Lizzie Higgins, 70.
In the higher life our late Brother David
lodge
and
Feb. 19.
day, after three months in Boston
Spec.
I/each, therefore, be It
tVashington, D. C.
Reaolved, That we deeply feel the loss of our
WEST HANCOCK.
Horace Ashley, of Sullivan, who has
worthy brother who was ever ready to extend
Mrs.
A.
E.
his
been
sister,
Blake,
visiting
the helping hand to all who were In dUtreas,
Irving McFarland has finished work at
went home Friday.
that honesty and charity were prominent traits
Orono.
The reception to the Eggemnggin lodge In his character. We know how Inadequate
Edward Graves, who has been critically
words are to soothe the wounded heart or
and the Eastern Stars, of Sedgwick, Wedill, is better.
staunch the flowing tear, yet we extend to hi*
Feb. 14, was well atevening,
nesday
Little Grace Bridges, who has been ill,
bereaved widow aud family the assurance of
tended.
our sympathy, that our tears mingle with
is improving.
ibclra,
Une Femme.
Feb. 19.
and that we will ever cherish his memory
Henry Foren, jr., Portland, is visiting
That a copy of these resolutions
Reaolved,
his brother, A. E. Foren.
SARGENTVILLE.
be sent to his bereaved widow, and that they be
!
Mrs. Henry Milliken, of Veazie, visited
Albert Grindal is employed at the Min- spread upon the record of this lodge, and
H. C. Milliken and wife recently.
printed !u The Kllbwortii American.
newaukt n inn.
B II Cushman,
Miss Amy Joy, Winter Harbor, is visitC. L. Babson and wife visited friends in
Lewis a. Showman,
ing her sister, Mrs. Irving McFarland.
Brooklin last week.
F S Bowden.
Albert Rich and wife. Isle au Haut, are
Committee.
Miss Georgians Babson is visiting her

85;

_

Schools closed Friday, Feb. 16.
Capt. C. H. Robbins, of Opeeche,

Stonington,

ful term of school at

COITKTY NKWft

in

Augusta Staples and son Charles
visiting friends in Bluehill.
Mrs. Mary Gott is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Manton Gray, at Brooksville.
Miss Annie Means, of Sedgwick, spent a

to

ft*

clerking

Mrs.

his late home

IT, Rev. H. L. Skillins officiating. Burial in Seal Cove cemetery.
N.
Feb. 16.
Feb.

is

are

STABILITY

1906.

Mrs. C. A. Nickerson arrived home from
Rev. Thomas McDonald will preach
Hampden Saturday.
especially to the Modern Woodmen SunMiss Marion Sawyer, of Southwest day, Feb. 25.
John Small died at his home at Sunset
is visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Butler and daughter Hazel,
Feb. 12, of apopl xy, after a few day’s ill- Harbor,
Mary
of Franklin Koad, visited Mrs.
He C. H. Sawyer.
ness, aged about eighty-four years.
last week.
Miss Ida E. Norwood came from Port- Coolidge and other relatives
was the father of eleven children, eight of
The students ol the high school will
nvhom survive him. Funeral services were land this week to spend her vacation
at
held in the Free Will Baptist church at with her parents, Cap'.. Thomas Norwood give an entertainment in grange hall
and wife.
the close o( the term, Friday evening,
West Deer Isle Sunday.
After the entertainment the
Mrs. C. W. Sprague and son Perry, of Feb. 23.
The new hotel, the Lynnmore, was the
Stockton Springs, arrived Saturday to at- grange will serve clam stew, cake and
acene of one of the most enjoyable events
in the upper hall.
of the season when a party of over thirty tend the funeral of Mrs. Sprague’s father, coffee
met Wednesday evening to extend to Land- J. W. Ober. Mrs. Sprague returned MonCapt. Fred Hodgkins and wife will go
lord and Mrs. Moore a cordial welcome. A day. Perry remained for a few days’ stay. to Boston this week. Capt. Hodgkins will
Bar Harmost excellent dinner was served, and Mr. Ober’s brother Edward, of
probably resume the command of his ves-

those who had made pre\

at

BANK,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

John Ober, and many more distant relatives and a wide circle of friends. Funeral

people

poisoning

friend and

kind

a

Mr.
of solid principles.
Ober leaves a widow and three daughters,
Mrs. Matilda Bamfill, of Ipswich, Mass.,
Mrs. C. W. Sprague and Mrs. M. K. La-

Sunday,

many

page*

Bert Anderson and family are visiting at
North Sedgwick.
G. R. Allen fell at the sardine factory
and fractured one of his ribs.
Miss Jennie Cole has closed her school

life-long

reader, and well

Furley,

are

other

store.

to handle
every facility and the experience
such business economically and at no cost
Write or call at your
to the depositor.
convenience.

highly respected,
building

Byron Sellers

in active business
who have no bank account. It is no trouble
for us to keep your account, for we have
There

§to

BROOKUN.

COURTESY

LIBERALITY

S.

where he

Count# Seun

ndditional

SEAL COVE.

towns,

COUNTY NEWS.

&bbrrtt*tntmt».

of

the first

Feb. 19.

town

received this
Edwin Smith, of Portland, whose
wife was Abbie Marshall, of this place.
He was for a number of years a member of
the Portland police force.
News

family

a

him.

a

%

Philip Haskell,

of

sons

of

settlers, Joseph Carr. Charles Carr was
married three times; his last wife survives

soon

DEER ISLE.
Mrs.

one

claimed to

be, »u; if i« the only paper that can prop
erly be called a COUNT * paper: all the

For additional

children,

thirteen

The Amerip-.ir.ted in

10, 1820,

is

visited friends here last week.
Feb. 19.

have been

H.

two

GOTT’S ISLAND.
Charles Harding arrived
Portland last week.

home

been

from

Capt. Enoch Moore, who has been ill a
MT. DESERT.
long time, improves very slowly.
The grammar school,
Mrs. Maud E.
The school taught by Miss Hattie Trask,
Trask, teacher, closed after a term of nine of McKinley, closed Thursday, with an
| weeks. The rank of pupils follows: Ab- entertainment in the evening.
bie Hannah, 96; Ada Brown, 96; Lucretia
Feb. 19.
Chips.
Richardson, 96; Lyman Cousins, 91; LisTREMONT.
ton Richardson, 87; Roy Leland, 87; Hollis
| Richardson, 86; Arthur Bunker, 96; Roger George A. Lawn and wife, of Harrington,
Allen, 95; Ella Richardson, 93; Ellen Reed, announce the engagement of their daugh93; Hazel Brown, 93; Richard Allen, 91; ter Neva to Guy Hamilton Parker, of
Archie Knox, 87; Wilfred Donaldson, 87; this place.
Roscoe Hysom, 87; Shepard Richardson,
Spec.
Feb. 16.

RANGES

KINEO
on

years

the market for twenty-

and

improvements

made to suit the

tastes of

have

needs and

people until they stand

to-

the peer of all ranges. The first
year of their existence won for them

day

great favor,

creasiug

and

sales

denote that

and

they

have satisfied the

general public in every

F.

Noyes

&

B.

rapidly *D"
present favor

their

particular.

AIKEN, Agent.
Nutter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.

news.
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other pater

CAST1NE.
has gone to StockMiss Mattie VVeseott
of several weeks.
visit
fora
ton
former normal stuMiss Etta Lowry, a
over Sunday.
dent, was in town
of Cambridge,
j. B. Ames and wife,

Mass.,

were

in town

over

Sunday.

confined to bis house
illness.
several days last week by
V.

\V

Walker

The supper

was

to have

been

Methodist vestry Friday

given
evening

at the
was

postponed.

of friendB, is
J. M. Vogell, with a party
several days at his cottage at

spending

Alamoosook.
are

at

home from

have been

COUNTY NEWS.

graphophone music by W.

A. Ricker and a
This was one of the
pleasantest meetings of the winter.
Augustus Connor met with a very painful accident Saturday. In company with
George McKinnon he was chopping in the
woods back of his home when the axe
glanced and inflicted a bad cut on his foot
severing the artery. With great presence
of mind he arranged a tourniquet of his
handkerchief and partly stopped the flow
of blood. With the assistance of Mr. McKinnon, he walked out of the woods and
partly home, when he was met by Austin
Bowden, who immediately turned his
team and brought him home. The wound
was dressed by Dr. Parsons, and at this
smoke all around.

Misses Annie Rea and Emma Coombs

Monmouth,

w

here

they

teaching)

posters are out announcing a poverty
ball to be given by the Rebekah lodge on
Feb. 22. Perkins orchestra.
Miss Xora Coombs is at home for a few
weeks’ vacation, caused by diphtheria
breaking out in the school at Greenville
where she has been

teaching.

Hooper and wife are receiving the
congratulations of their friends on the arrival of a bouncing girl at their home on
W. P.

Saturday last.
The ball and supper by the Foresters
Wednesday was a success all around.
While the crowd was not as large as at
some former balls by this society, yet all
report a very pleasant time.

writing he is improving.
Mary, the oldest daughter of M. J.
Harmon and wife, died at her home here
this morning from consumption.
While
present
she had not been well for some time, she
B.
class
of
the
of
the
norstudents
The
had been confined to the house for only
mal school gave an entertainment at their
about seven weeks, and the end came very
which
was
much
hall on tiaturday evening
quickly. The ways of Providence seem at
enjoyed, and which netted the class a times to be
beyond our understanding.
class
for
expenses.
snug little sum
Miss Harmon had, by hard work and
Mrs. Charles Clarke met with quite a Btudy, gone
through the normal school
serious accident one day last week, by and taken a course in the
Bangor business
a fall on the ice at the foot of Green street.
college, and was just entering upon her
wrist badly, beside life work when she was taken. She had
She sprained her
giving herself a general shaking up. At made many friends who sympathize with
present her condition is much improved.
the family in their affliction.
G.
Mrs. Ella Darby, who haa been spending
Feb. 19.
the winter with her daughter at DamarisF. V. Grindle has painted hot water
pipes in his store.
_

Luckiest Man in Arkansas.
“I’m the luckiest man in Arkansas,”
writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno, “since the
restoration of my wife’s health after five
years of continuous coughing and bleeding from the lungs; and I owe my good
fortune to the world’s greatest medicine,
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, which I know from experience will
cure consumption if taken in time.
My
wife improved with first bottle and twelve
bottles completed th« cure.” Cures the
worst coughs and colds or money re* nded.
At E. G. Moore’s, druggist.
MX) and fl.OO. Trial bottle free.

a&bmiarmmta.

ffirforrtijimcnr,-

cotta, was|in town several days last week
and made arrangements for
closing her
house for the balance of the winter, which i F'»r additional Countu Newe eee other pngee
she expects to spend with her son’s
family
FRANKLIN.
in Providence.
Presiding Elde* F. L. Hayward will
Everett Connor, who has been operator
conduct quarterly conference Saturday,
in the telephone office
here, left Monday
for Bangor, where he has secured the Feb. 24.
Dr. H. H. Homer is rallying from his illposition of night operator in the central
office. The office here, for the present, will ness, and though not able to ride out, is
be in charge of Miss Georgia Weeks, day able to be at his office.
operator, and Owen Staples, night operaThe fourth lecture in the course is billed
tor.
for Friday, Feb. 23, by Rev. T. W. FessenA special meeting of Hancock
lodge, F. den, of Grace church, Bangor, at the
and A. M., was held Saturday evening.
Methodist church.
“Heads,
Subject:
The third degree was conferred, after Hearts and Books.” The third lecture
which escalloped oysters, coffee, etc., were last Friday evening by President D. N.
served, followed by an entertainment of Beach, D. D., is highly spoken of.

IIS

B.

heals a cut, cures a headache or

a cold, and is the best remExcellent
/
edy for cramps, colic, cholera, and diarrhoea.
for burns, scalds, stings, frostbite or chilblain. Good for
every day emergencies—worth its weight in gold when
/

J

Austin Smith.

trouble

The “Deestrick Skule” was presented in
the hall, Feb. 0. Owing to the cold many
Those who
were prevented from going.

present give

so

good

an

35 cents and 50 cents.

comes.

I. 8. JOHNSON *

All druggists.

CO., Boston, Mow.

BOTTOM

account that

the entertainment may be repeated.
The people here were greatly shocked to
hear of the death of John Small at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Fannie Cole,
Sunset. Just a week ago he was calling
on friends here and seemed in his usual
health and spirits.
Although he had
reached the age of eighty-three, yet he
never seemed old as his mind was as
clear as many a man of fifty. But his
work was done, and well done, and he has
gone to his reward. He was for more than
fifty years a member of the Methodist
church here.
H.
Feb. 19.

head.

She had

and at present

is

expected.
Feb. 19.

£n*urance Statement*.

an operation Thursday,
speak in the Ferry schoolhouse Thursday
doing as well as can be evening.
Mrs. Mary Crabtree spent last week in
Spec.
Bar Harbor, with her daughter, Mrs.
Annie Spratt.

GOULDSBORO.

ANNUAL STATEMENT
OF THU

WESTERN ASSURANCE

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1906.
$
16,000 0*
Mortgage lo .ds.
Stock and bonds.
1,753 5*2 8*
206.842 0*
Cash in offi e and bank,
804 522 52
Agents’b lances,
18,940 55
Bills receivable,
9,260 52
Interest and rents,

schoolhouse, Saturday, Feb. 24.
Augustus Carter, wife and daughter
Eleanor, and Joseph Tufts and wife reSullivan, cently visited Mrs. George Hopkins in

W. F. Hutchings and wife have moved
into their new house here.
Charles Newman and wife, of
visiting relatives here.

Gross assets,
$2,397,000 0*
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1906.
I"
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
Cash capital (deposit capital).
Surplus over all liabilities,

Trenton.

have been

_

C.

Feb. 19.

SWAN’8 ISLAND.
Mrs. Millie Guptill is visiting Mrs.
Mrs. I. W. Stinson is ill.
Georgia Holt at West Gouldsboro.
gold in the quartz is valuable, but
Lon* Kates.
the gold purified by fire is more valuable.
Miss Huldah Young is visiting her aunt,
About thirty from here attended the
On February 15, ana dally r.ntll April 7,
Total liabilities and surplus.
$2,397,608 tA
The ordeal of suffering makes the good masked ball at Atlantic St. Valentine’s Mrs. Katie
Harbor.
be
pale via the Chicago, Milwautickets
will
on
Seavey, at Prospect
FRED C. LYNAM & CO., Agents,
more beautiful.
It is the smelting of the day.
kee A 8t. Paul railway to' piinclpttl points 11
Lonnie Tracy, who has been employed
BAR HARBOR, ME.
California, Oregon and Washington, fiom Ells
ore.
The village improvement society was in New Hampshire for some time, return- wortn at
rate * of $’5.80 to $ 7.90, according to
O. W. TAPLKYi Agent,
entertained at whist Tuesday by Mrs. J. ed home Monday.
railroads used to Chicago. T’ckets will permit
ELLSWORTH. ME.
All the healing, balsamic virtues of the NorA. Smith.
Mrs. Forest Perry carried her three-year- of liberal siop-ovoraat various western points,
Dr. Wood’s
ASSURANCE
way pine are concentrated In
UNION
COMMERCIAL
cars.
in
hose
in
aP
tourist
ill
the
and
a
is
Smith
last
old
to
Portland
Edwin
Marion
good
Mrs.
very
daughter
CO.. Ltd.
Norway I’lne Syrup. Nature’s own remedy for
reductions are made to a great
in
the
abscess
Corresponding
an
a
with
in
Rockland
week
and
had
her
fitted
with
plaster
Advt.
pital
coughs and colds
ASSETS DEC. 3:. 1905.
number of other points in western states, and
cast by Dr. Abbott. Dr. Phelps, of Sul888,0(0’00
$
Real estate,
tickets can be purchased from your nearest
loans,
47.000*0€
Mortgage
SLbbntiaemnua.
livan, accompanied them.
SbtortUartnmta.
ra’lr ad station to destination. Through train
Stocks and bonds.
3,157.976,26
The

—

Jen.

Miss

read.

a

from

home

came

short visit.

wife,

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

Portland, Conn.,

of

stopping at F. W. Wentworth’s.
Hervey Higgins, of Machias, is visiting
his parents, John Higgins and wife, for a
few days.
H. H. Blaisdell has purchased a fine pair
are

bringing out another new magazine that you will come pretty close to
liking. I wouldn't be surprised if it hit you harder than anything in the
shape of a magazine you have ever seen. There isn’t much style to it, but it
want to

Dorr

Irvin Bell and

am

has the stuff in it that you and everybody else will

Bertha

Brewer Friday for

CasM in office and bank.
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other asseis,

servl e from Chicago to principal points In the
Wesi assist persons travelling to make the trip
without charge ol carp. Tourist cars daily.
For further Information apply to Ceorge L
v\ 1 Hams, New England passe ger agent, 36»
Washington street Boston, Mass.—Advt.

EAST ORLAND.

A New Magazine for You

tltuccustii.aus.

J

Bucksport.

j

Jordan is having her housefish
hold goods moved from the U. S.
station to her house.
Mason

Miss Bernice

Miss Maud Johnson for
Feb. 19.

THE

to-day

left

where she will be

Bpngor,

a

for

the guest of

few

days.

Petticoat,

j

M.

|

Ham-

!

SOUTH GOULDSBORO.

Sargent

Jonathan
rnond

are

Charles

and

Mrs. Grant, of Argyle, is visiting her
I. Freese.

Sperry

Horace

few weeks in

SCRAP

are

Miss

visiting

spending

family,

of East

her

aunt, Mrs. Geneva Sargent, East Sullivan.
Fulton Pike and wife are visiting Mrs.
Pike’s brother, G. F. Newman, in Swan’s
Island.

Feb. 19.

H.

EDEN.

Ephraim Alley
with

is confined to

Mrs. Caroline Richards
a visit at Bar Harbor.

BOOK

the house

bad cold.

a

has

returned

from

Bay View grange is invited to attend the
regular meeting of Lamoine grange Tuesday evening.
Favorable
Mrs. Alice

reports

are

McFarland,

who

received from
is in Portland

son

have the

twenty-one cords.
Feb. 19.

Something New in Magazine Making
that ever happened in the way of a
THE SCRAP BOOK is the most elastic thing
a
tin whistle to a battleship. Everyfrom
magazine—elastic enough to carry anything
heart comes within its compass fiction,
that appeals to the human brain and human
review, philosophy science,
which is the backbone of periodical circulation; biography
that can be
the
mystical-everyth.ng
the
weird,
poet r yw it ,h u m or, pathos, satire,
a little bit, a s >
g,
A
classified.
be
paragraph,
cannot
and everything that

editorial,

a

joke,

a

maxim,

an

WEST

home

J.n.1

SScal alto
aid digging olt

JJ*-*"**™*
boctetnmdlon^

“bit.

|

^

qufint

FRANK

A.

MFNSEY,

175

New

Edna Gallison, who has been visitin Surry, returned home

Miss

! iag

friends

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, will

Ever}'

$3.T9

woman

of them. The MACY methods permit producing a Skirt at $3.79
which will give as good satisfaction as
any $6.00 Skirt ever sold.
use

made of One

The Skirt we offer is

quality black taffeta silk, with deep
aecordeon plaited flounce, finished with
pinked ruche trimmed ruffle; extra dust
ruffle; full width and well made; price
$3.79.
We will promptly aud cheerfully refund your money upon return of the
Skirt if it is not in every way stisfactory to you. This is our rule with al>

goods purchased from

us.

The

York

Yellow Fever Germ

has recently been discovered. It bears a
close resemblance to the malaria germ.
To free the system from disease germs,
the most effective remedy is Dr. King’s
New Life Pills.
Guaranteed to cure all
diseases due to malaria poison and constipation. 25c at E. G. Moore’s Drug

)I
[ Store.

Ashley, late of Sullivan, in sa>d counPetition that Edward H. Smith
ty, deceased
or some other suitable person be
appointed
administrator o1 the estate of said deceased,
presented by Edwaul H. Smith, a creditor of
said deceased.
George W. Blodgett, late of Brooksville. in
said county.-deceased. Petition that Maggie
B. Blodgett or some other suitable person be
appointe administrator c-f the estate of said
deceased, presented by Maggie B. Blodgett,
widow of said deceased.
Abbie E. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
First account of Bertha
county, deceased.
Joy Thompson, executrix, tilled for settlement.
Alexander J. Fox, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Helen M. Fox, administratrix, filed for settlement.

Delia A. Tufts, late of Winter Harbor, ib
First and ti**al acsaid county, deceased.
count of Edwin C. Parker, administrator, filed
for settlement.
Margaret E. Perkins, late of Brooksville, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by Omar
W. Tapley, administrator, for license to sell
certain real esiate of said deceased as inscribed in saiu petition.
Petition tiled by Theo. A. Smith and V)
gelia W. Smith, of Sedgwick, for leave in
adopt Raymond Maurice Steadman, ctfiild of
Louisa M. Steadman, of Farmington, Maine
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of saidcouit.
A true con' Aitest:—T. F. Mahoney, Registi c.
•••

nereoy gives notice tL vt
I
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Edwin B. Rum.il,
late of Mt. Desert, in the county of Hancock. deceased, and given bonds as the law diAll persons having demands agaimr
rects.
the estate of said deceased are desired fo p
sent the same for settlement, and all indebi
thereto are requested to make payment ii
fi'iir. BuuaUiou

mediately.
February 6, 1906.

Lettie A. RuMit.*

rilHE subscriber hereby gives notice t.
1
she has been duly appointed execut.
of the last will and testament of Thomas\*.
Bowden, late of Bucksport, in the com
of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being
quired by the terms of said will. All pe, s. *
having demands against the estate of ss>
deceased are desireo to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
>eciuested to make payment immediately.
Mattie A. Handy
February b, 1906.
»

Spring and Summer cataencyclopedia of New York fashion and household supplies, will be ready
in March.
Sent free on request.
Write
Make use of the low prices
for it noir.
Our 500 page

of HE SCRAP
a copy of this first issue
other .magaat the price at which all our
the Year.
Dollar
One
by
and
zines sell—Ten Cents a Copy
the publisher
On all news stands or from

Avenue,

j

Mrs. Julia Johnston is confined to the
house with a severe cold,

Friday.

cyclopedia, etc., etc.
Don’t fail to get
BOOK. It sells

Fifth

M.

MT. DESERT FERRY.
!

at

in the

soon.

Feb. 19.

Value,

Ash-

Miss Mildred Noyes and Miss Blanche
Kingsley, who have been victims of scarlet fever, are out again.
J. B. Clarke was at home Saturday and
brought the good news of Mrs. Clarke’s
improvement. All hope to see her at

in the World

$@.00

Sun-

1

ville.

SCRAP BOOK. It is an idea on
”
There isn't
anything in the world just like THE
wt.cl,
andto,
years,
™,ki„s to,
the
of scrap
We have bought hundreds and hundreds
materials.
Prom these boo
are still buying them.
cout-trv some of them a century old, and
number of gems, and facts and figures, and
are gathering and classifying an enormous
that a,a of ,a,e value.
the leading daily pape.s,
Die ransacking libraries reading all the current publications
reference book,
facts and useful facts and figures from
curious and

iwch

At a Price Within
the R.ea.ch of AH

enjoys wearing a Silk
Petticoat. The exorbitant prices usually charged. however, prevent those in
medium circumstances from indulging

S.

GOULD8BORO.

Harry Ashe, wife and baby spent
day with James Ashe and wife in

epigram.

Nothing Like It

A Silk Petticoat

wood

contract for the Central school and have
begun to haul it. The bid calls for

r|^HE
X sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interesteo.
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published a;
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the sixth day ot

trust.
Eben

for treatment.

J. K. Garland and

all persons interested in either of the estates beieinafte'r named.
At a probate court held at Buckspori, in anc
for the county of
Hancock, on the sixth
day of February, a. d. 1906.
following matters having been pre

To

George G. Long, late of Bluehill, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument pui
porting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate of same, presented by Ellis Stausfield.
the executor therein named.
Susan J. Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, debased. A certain instrument pur
portiug to be the last will and testaunnt ol
said deceased, together with petition for pro
bate of same, presented by Henry Whiting,
the executor therein named.
Je«se M. Rty, late of Surry, in said county
deceased. A certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said de
ceased, together wiih petition for probate of
same, presented by Sara E. Wood, the executrix therein named.
Abigail W Wilson, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased together with petition for probate ot same and for the appointment of an
administrator with the will annexed, presented by Rufus P. Wilson, the executor
named in said will, he having declined the

Sulli-

visiting

is

II

cause.

relatives here.

Hamilton

Lena

are

Ashville.

W. R. Hanna and

van,

family

and

$5,084,015 47
16,566 86

March, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in tb»
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

son, H.

a

an

Postage 12c.

ill.

admitted,

3Lrg.il Wottcns,

Taffeta
Silk

2.823 47

12.6<047
8,715.19

Total liabilities and surplus,
$5,067,450
O. \V. TAPLEY, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

of work horses of Frank Arey, of North

It is called

321,924 6(1
649,975.62

Admitted assets,
$5,167,450 11
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1905.
$ 347,386 09
Net unpaid Iorsps,
Unearned pre miums,
2,891,198 49
All other liabilities.
259,550 26
1,669,320 45
Surplus over ail liabilities,

Mrs. Carrie

thing
art'
classified

COMPANY,

OF TORONTO, CANADA.

Riverview Local Union will meet with
the Mt. Desert Ferry society in the Ferry

Miss Etta Foss has gone to West Gouldsboro to work.

Feb. 19.

I

THE

—tor 95 years the family doctor of America—used when
your grandfather was a boy—well known then—better known
now.
Heals all inflammation, soreness and pain inside or
outside. limbers stiff muscles—takes the pain from a sting—

Daisy Gott is with Mrs. Walter Seekins.
Mrs. Rich, of Long Island, is visiting

were

jT

Johnson’s
S Liniment

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs.

WORTH ITS WEIGHT
IN GOED TO YOU

JOHNSON’S ANODYNE LINIMENT reaches the seat of
trouble, and works a cure in half the common daily aches
and pains you suffer—does it
quickly and surely because of
its wonderful anodyne properties.

wheel chair.

Spec.

Feb. 19.

EVERY DROP,JSSfilB

The many old friends and neighbors of
John L. Parsons and wife, now living at
Farmington, will be interested to learn
that this worthy couple, while leading a
shut-in life, are mentally alert, and Mrs.
Parsons unusually active bodily, despite a
recent threatened attack of pneumonia, in
her ninetieth year. Mr. Parsons has not
been able to walk sine*' the unfortunate
breaking of one of his limbs two years or
more ago, but gets about the house in his
Feb. 19.

aibettiamcni*.

&ltbcTtfermnit6.

logue,

an

and save money.

Address Eon-i 501.

R. H. MACY &
BROADWAY,

CQ„

NEW YORK

[ Subscribe for The American

CAUGHT BY THE GRIPRELEASED BY PE-RU-NA.

Princess and Empire
Pony Coats
Gowns Require High Bust Corset.
—

BY RENE

M. GALLERT.
REDUCTION SALE.
j
THE

|

WISE BUYERS, BE EARLY!

SO WELL

KNOW

REDUCTION

ANNUAL

GOOD OLD-FASHIONED

SALE YOU

BEGINS.
•

__

have been
Every Annual Reduction Sale of the past, and they the
m
variety
notable enough, is to be excelled—that certainly is shown
offered, the marvelof the merchandise, the soundness of the qualities
forward
lous cheapness of the most desirable kinds. Hamains press
bell nd if price
from every section of the store—nothing shall be left
sold
All
sale.
tins
goods
will sell it. No goods will be charged during
strictly for cash.
__

SUITS, COATS, SKIRTS.

KIMONOS. DRESSING SACKS AND WRAPPERS.
$1.00 Flannelette or Percale
••
j ,3

Wrappers

#1-23

.

35c
~5c

"

$1.00
1.50

$1.12

"

Eiderdown Dressing Sacks, $1.00,
*<
$1.50,
"
$2.00,
We have

70c
08c

1.50
50c Kimono Sacks, at

some

now

OOc

"

08c

i

j

1.48

long Kimonos and Rath Robes which we offer at

LaGrippe Is Epidemic
spares

I

one-third of former price.

and the pauper, the masses and the
are alike subject to la
grippe.
None are exempt—all are liable.
Grip la well named. The original
French term, la grippe, has been shortenod by the busy American to read

“grip.”
Without Intending to do so, s new
word has been coined that exactly
describes the case. As if gome hideous
giant with awful grip had clutched us
In its fatal clasp.
Men, women, children, whole towns
and cities are caught in the baneful grip
of a terrible monster.
Have you the grip? Or, rather, naa
the grip got you? If so, read the following letters.
These testimonials speak for themselves as to the efficacy of Peruna in
cases of la grippe or its after-effects:

Saved by Pe-ru-na.

broadcloth, with skirt and shoes to
match. The little French chapeau of
the sam° color had a medium straight
The effective
brim and high crown.
trimming was cell blue chiffon rosettes
and dull gold lace.
The Eton and the bolero are quite the
These
rage for every kind of wear.
are made up in silk and elaborately
trimmed with lace, embroidery or chiffon. The handsome applique embroideries afford opportunities for the manufacture of gorgeous and artistic little
jackets that will give picturesqueness
and cachet even to the robe, otherwise
plain. Irish crochet is much used and
yards and yards of chiffon plaitings in

••The World
of Medicine

Recognizes Grip i
I
Epidemic

as

a

Great Clearing Sale.

Judge Horatio J. Goss, Hartwell, Ga.,
writes:
“Some five or six years ago I had a
very severe spell of grip which left me
with systemic catarrh.
“A friend advised me to try your Peruna, which I did, and was immediately
benefited and cured. The third bottle
completed the cure.”—H. J. Goss.

■

Cured in a Few Weeks.

Greatly Reduced.

(

WAISTINGS.

!

A lot of white Mercerized Waist Patterns at 79 cts., reduced
from $1.50 and $2.0u.

(

We offer all of our fall wool Waists at 50 cts.
among them sold as high as *2.oo.

Clearing

There are some

Miss Jean Cowgill, Griswold Opera
House, Troy, N. Y., is the leading lady
with the Aubrey Stock Co. She writes
the following:
“During the .past winter of 1901, I
suffered for several weeks from a severe
attack of grip, which left a serious
catarrhal condition of the throat and
head.
“Some one suggested Peruna. As a
last resort, after wasting much time
and money on physicians, I tried the

Out the Black and Colored Dress Goods.
clearance. Price surprises in your favor. Our reduc-

A bona fide
tions have been more radical than ever.
Our 50c dress goods at 35c and
75c

«

’•

remedy faithfully,

39c
59c
79c

*1.00
1.50

*1.19

was

POXY

COATS WILL BE THE
STYLE.

LEADING SPRING

i

the trimmings and makeup.
All are
and LACES
French. For dressy occasions all are !
See our bargains at 6c and lOc per yard.
full and, without exception, elbow
sleeves.
in
Silks.
The
Corsets are more elaborate and more
expensive than ever. Many of the very j
at 59c per yard; reduced from 79c.
newest models indicate clearly the lines
demanded ill the fashionable figure by
j
the latest frock ideas.
We have several small lots of Misses’, Children’s and Ladies’
1
Fullness of bust is desired, and a
Underwear which we close at a reduction. ..—
high bust is demanded by all princess
Wash Dress Goods Reduced.
At a
gowns and waists of the day.
1
fashionable corsetaire's many novelties
A lot of fine Scotch Ginghams, the 19c kind, reduced to 9 l-2c.
9
and
Lawns
l-2c.
Dimities
are seen.
One of the latest conceptions
12 l-2c Percales at 9 l-2c. 15c
is the bust support, which if worn with
ALL STAPLE DRY GOODS REDUCED.
any corset will give the correct bust
Everything in the store will go at inarked-down prices,
lines. They are charming with frills of
lace, ribbon knots and shoulder straps
of wide silk elastic, which fasten under
the arm.
There is a short corset waist, terminating under the arm. made of woven ribbon and worn with the bust support.
home from Brooksville and spent a few
These are only for the slender figure,
here last week.
days
for which there is also the long, straight
hr additional County »'<’* nor other payer
On account of the snowstorm Thursday
front corset with short hips and high
the Congregational circle was entertained
BLUEHILL.
bust.
Friday in the vestry by Mrs. David Curtis,
The new full length French corset for
Albert M. Carter lost a horse last week. Mrs. A. W.
Gray and Mrs. E. W. Mayo.
the stout figure is made with the lower
Burt Veazie is employed at the ice works
The cutters were discharged at the
part of coutil, incasing the hips and so
at Sargentville.
White Granite Feb. 15, and all work will cut as to reduce their
size, the bust
Mrs. E. A. Chase is spending a lew be suspended as soon as the vessel is
high and flat or full, as desired. And
E.
A.
Mrs.
loaded
which
her
is
now
with
weeks
daughter,
lying at the wharf. they are gorgeous i.i batiste broche,
Herrick, in Bethel.
Miss Mae Ober, who has been stopping
plain silk, embroidered or brocaded.
Mrs. C. C. Clough and Miss Elizabeth with her brother in Auburndale, Mass.,
Garters, sachets, etc., are growing
Clough arrived home Feb. 14, after a two for some weeks, has gone on a trip to more attractive each year. Rouud garweekB' visit in Boston and vicinity.
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. ters are made with softly shirred satin
Feb. 20.
M.
or flowered ribbon covering the wide
A special meeting of Mountain Rebekah
elastic, with a rather wide lace frill
lodge was held Friday evening, Feb. 16,
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
and several new members were admitted.
falling below. The vertical garters are
Charlotta Gilley is visiting at Hall
fascinating trifles of flowered or plain
Will Walker and wife, of Portsmouth, Quarry.
ribbon shirred over broad elastic and
H. H., accompanied Mrs. Pearl Atherton
John Tinker cut his foot quite badly bordered with narrow Valenciennes
Vist Wednesday.
lace frills. Oboux of chiffon form the
cUrtjerUgemntta.
finish.
Marie Sawyer has gone to Bar Harbor
Chemisettes of every description are
for a few days.
Mrs. A. C. Norwood has returned from the rage. Many are dainty and very
elaborate. They adorn shirt waists and
Northeast Harbor.
every kind of gown.
Mrs. L. T. Dodge is ill at the home of
Just a word about the new spring
her daughter, Mrs. Mary Sawyer.
goods for your street frock. Gray is
Everett Tinker has gone to work for ! the leading shade.
Mixed grays or
Haraor & Stanley, of Northeast Harbor, fawn effects in broken
plaids or checks
plumbing.
or
stripes, also shepherd plaids, in soft
Welchville, June 2, 1903.
The members of Rowena Rebekah
lodge smooth finished English suitings are
Dear Sirs:—
met in the Odd Fellows’ banquet hall Satin view in all the fashionable
shops,
Our three children had what we callFeb.
and
17,
organized and some of the frocks displayed in
ed worm fits. We began to give them urday afternoon,
the
“Beehive
Club”.
It
will
meet twice a
the modish Fifth avenue windows are
“L. F.” Bitters, and they have not had
This was three years ago, month on the afternoon of the day the stunning. But of that more anon.
one since.
has
its
all
the
time
hand
on
lodge
regular evening meeting.
and I have them
[Our readers may have any question
Picnic supper will be served in the ban- corn *'.-rwlns fashion or fabrics answered
and give them to the children.
without
Yours truly,
hall.
Officers:
quet
President, Mrs. fashion charge by Rene Dev-mux. the
export, by addressing Rene DevCatherine Mason;
W. A. PRATT,
vice-president, Mrs. eraux. P. O. Box 2<J». Madison Square
Cora Haynes;
secretary and treasurer, New York, inclosing
Box 42, Welchville, Me.
rtamp for reply.]
Mrs. Ida Richardson.
Feb. 19.
The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitteri
Spec.
a household remedy for young or ol<^
When putting away a tea or coffee pot
MANSET.
35 cents a bottle at all stores.
which is not in daily use, lay a stick
Lyle D. Newman has gone to Boston on across the
top to keep the cover from quite
business.
shutting down. This will prevent any
J. L. Stanley & Sons end W. H. Ward, musty taste when the pot is used
again.
jr., are harvesting their ice.
Some people put a lump of sugar in the
Feb. 19.
Mad.
Subscribe for The American.
pot for the same purpose.

EMBROIDERIES

Biggest Bargain

REDUCED.

4S‘.r F.Ssffi

UNDERWEAR.

M.

J|

Catarrh. ”—
Medical

fur business, and now all that are left will

Waists

Hon. James R. Guill is one of the oldest and most esteemed men of Omaha,
Neb. He haa done much to make it
what it la, serving on public boards a
number of times. He endorses Peruna
In the following words:
“I am fiS years old, am hale and heart;
and Peruna has helped me attain It.
Two years ago I had la grippe—my life
Peruna saved me."—
was despaired of.
J. R. Guill.
A Relative of Abraham Lincoln.
Mr. Silas 8. Lincoln, who resides at
913 1 street, N. W., Washington, I). C.,
has the honor of being third cousin to
Abraham Lincoln. He writes:
"I had la grippe five times before using yonr medicine. Four years ago l
began the use of Peruna, since which
time I have not been troubled with that
Crip Resulted In Catnrrti.
Mis* Alice Bielke, Treasurer Young disease.
“1 can now do as much work at my
Women’s Society of the Lutheran
desk as I ever could in my life. 1 have
Church, Menasha, Wis., writes:
gained more than ten pounds in
“I gratefully acknowledge the good
weight.”—8. 8. Lincoln.
that Peruna did me after I had been
sick with la grippe which left me in a Pe ru na Not Only Cured La Grippe but
Benettted the Whole System.
very weak and emaciated condition,
Miss Alice M. Dressier, ISIS N. Bryant
with catarrhal trouble of the head and
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn., writes:
ears.
“Last spring I suffered from la grippe
“My mother suggested that I take it
to build up my strength and rid myself and was partially cured, but the had
of the troublesome
catarrh, and it after-effects remained through the
summer and somehow I did
not get
acted with wonderful speed.
“I was able to resume my work in- strong as I was t>efore.
“One of my college friends who was
sideof two months and I am in splendid
health now.”—Alice Bielke.
visiting me asked me try Peruna and I
did so and found it all and more than I
One reason why Peruna has found
had expected.
so
is
use
in
homes
permanent
many
“It not only cured me of the catarrh
that it contains no narcotic of any
but restored mo to perfect health, and
kind. Peruna is perfectly harmless.
built up the entire system/*—Alice M.
It can be used any length of time
Dressier.
without acquiring ** drug habit.
Address D/. 8. B. Hartman, President
Peruna does not produce temporary
of The Hartman Sanitartum.ColumL os,
results,—it cures.
< >hio.

A Southern Judge Gured.

March Out to the Quickstep of

GALLERT.

COUNTY NEWS.

No Worms Since

Vsinj£ This Remedy

Catarrh.

nationality.

classes

FURS REDUCED.

big

or

crat

Women’s Fur-lined Coats, black broadcloth covering—
*31.60 reduced from *45.u0
*17.98 reduced from *27.50
*50.00
*37.50
*35.00
*27.50
to
one-half
one-third
of
a
reduction
at
furs
small
and
Muffs, scarfs
of former price.
We have had a

class

no

The
ITcultured and thetgnorant,the aristo-

ped to conquer pastures new.
Quite the chieest toilet seen at I>elmonico's ou a matinee day of last week
was a pony coat of the lightest of tan

REMARKABLE REDUCTIONS.
cost at $4.08
Take your choice of Ladies' Suits, regardless of former
Coats at $2.08, $4.08 at $7.48.
25 per cent, reduction on Dress Skirts.
Misses' and Children’s liarments, a reduction of 33 1-3 per cent.

at

DEYERAUX.

The craze for empire robes, empire
effects anti all that is empire has extended to the realm of coats, and the
modish spring jacket is the smart little “pony” coat, in length twenty-four
inches.
!t is an abbreviated box. double or
single breasted, with coat collar or roIt hangs loose from tlie shoulvers.
ders in the back and, like all fashions
at the present moment* is designed for
the glorification of the sylph like form.
For the figure of heavier proportions
it is made with the semifitting back.
The sleeves are the plain coat and put
in the armhole in such a fashion as to
stand out. to not droop, for they must
give breadth to the shoulders and thus
make the waist measure seem smaller.
Coverts, cheviots and broadcloths are
the materials used, and, as this is the
first peep at the prevailing mode for
spring, they are so far seen only in all
shades of tan. Those in white broadcloth are designed to give joy to the
summer girl.
Arrayed in one of these,
with white broadcloth skirt and the
latest in sailors, she will he well equip-

ANNUAL

jtrtiMinnte.

t,

NEW YORK LETTER.

»u»

well

and in

a

few weeks

ever.”—Jcau Cowgill.

as

Age of Wonders.
remarkable utterance, all
things considered, that has been made
since the opening of the present century
was that delivered by Prof. Bell, the inventor of the telephone, at a dinner given
recently. The statement was as follows:
“The age of the flying machine is not in
the future; it is here.”
Prof. Bell went on to declare that a
An
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Vegetables

TREMONT.
Leslie Rich, wife and little
home for

one

son

week.

Rich has

a

universal

development

broken.

Those present every day were
Marion Dodge, Earl Farley and Joseph
Kelley. Those absent only on account of
illness were Charles Rich, Ned Kelley and
Clayton Wallace. Clara L. Day, teacher,
left Monday for her home at South Bluehill.

ships.
If Prof. Bell is correct in this prediction
then the flying machine will before long
be as much of a plaything as the automobile has become, and from that stage there
will be a steady development toward a
commercial use of air ships. It does not
take a far stretch of the imagination to
conceive of

a

The ladies' aid

time when the shares of air
be traded in upon the

ship companies will
stock exchange.

riter

society

met

Friday

and

salts of

horse-radish

contain

potash.

vegetables.
Parsley, mustard, cowslip, horse-radish,
dock, dandelion and beet tops clear the
blood, regulate the system and remove
that tired feeling so peculiar to spring.
of

after-

the home of Mrs. Charles B. Dix.
Fifteen members were present. It was
decided
to
purchase two ice-cream
noon

w

French beans and lentils give iron.
Water cress, oil, iodine, iron, phosphate
and other salts.
Cabbage, cauliflower and spinach are
beneficial toaenemic people.
Tomatoes stimulate the healthy action
of the liver.
Spinach, salts of potassium and iron.
Food specialists rate this the most precious

The winter term of school at Head of
Harbor ended Feb. 16. On account of the
measles the school has been
somewhat

of air

cress

sulphur.
Potato,

practical flying machine has been develFrank P. Pray and daughters Mabel and
oped by the Wright brothers in Dayton, Lida, of Bar
Harbor, formerly of this
Ohio. The French government has bought
town, were here Saturday and Sunday.
their machine and Prof. Bell declares that
the fact that France has purchased a flying
machine that can be used in war will compel other nations to follow her example,
and that this will lead to a sudden and

common
a

Turnips, onions, cabbage, cauliflower,
water

tloek of thirteen sheep,
and four lambs have arrived during the
past two weeks.
Fred

Medicine.

in the Chicago Tribune:
Lettuce for tired nerves.

at

are

as

The medicinal properties of
vegetables are thus set forth by

other pay«8

at

We grow strong by duties performed.
We grow morally and spiritually weak, by
duties neglected.

freezers,

two nickel-plated tea kettles,
pay $50 towards the rent of the house
occupied by the pastor, Rev. J. A. Lawrence.
The net
proceeds from the
“Pedlers' Parade”, were $81.65. The society
will not meet to sew this week, on account
of the members’ supper Friday evening, at
which they will entertain those who took
pare in the entertainment.
Feb. 19.
L.

and

How much the
in the world is

of human happiness
due to this one feelingsympathy!— F. W. Robertson.
A few

pieces

sum

of

glue

into

tucked

the

earth around house ferns and palms will
furnish the soil fertilizer in an inoffensive
manner.

MINCE PIE!
WELSH RABBIT!

Word was received from Mattie Davis,
is in a hospital in Massachusetts,
having been operated upon for appendicitis, that he hopes to leave the hospital
next Friday.
His mother is with him,
and will accompany him home.
Feb. 20.
8>
who

cn<

OCEAN VLLLE.
Vesta Joyce is visiting her brother,
Winfield Joyce, at Deer Isle.

».

_

E. G. MOORE,

Kidney Trouble

The fishermen are not doing very much
present. They report seeing plenty of
smelts, but they don’t seem to bite.

There is no reason why any ordinary
■ortal should not eat anything he
•booses—if he chews it carefully.
How about you ?
Are you afraid of every good-lookinjr.
on

WITH A LAME BACK ?

at

Can You Eat ’Em Whenever You Like.
joc Do They Frighten You?

hill of fare—because it44 don’t agree wi
you” ? Do you meet your Waterloo
mince pie and Welsh rabbit ?
Then listen:
Don't starve yourself.
Dieting canIf you cut off every
rot cure dyspepsia.
article of food that disagrees with you,
before long you will have nothing left.
The sensible way is to get your stomach in such a condition that you can eat
everything and digest *t.
We have a new remedy that will do
rhis.
Kexall Dyspepsia Tablets give you the
stomach of an ostrich and the appetite of
a farm hand.
We know what Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are and we guarantee them to cure
all stomach troubles
*
'1 r?xe package,
Price 25 cents t
f\t our store cal,,, *.

DO YOU GET UP

Almost
SURRY.
papers Is
J. F. Staples went to Portland last week
:
as delegate to the
grand lodge A. O. U. W.,
arriving home Friday morning.

asbcrtxfmniis.

rood-smelling, good-tastkig thing

Stftmisrnuntg.

BUlings McDonald and Jason Gross
have been fishing,
bringing in good fares.
Mrs. F. M. Stinson

came

from Boston

Friday, where Bhe has been visiting
daughter.

her

The semi-annual
meeting of the Deer
and Stonington
Sunday school associa ion will be held at Deer Isle Feb. 24

Is!

■

A.
____

j
^

Druggist. |

EAST SURRY.
Nathaniel Bowden and
wife, of North
Bluet'ill, visited Mr. Bowden’s sister, Mrs.
M. E. Chat to,
Tuesday.
It

keeps

excuses.

some

lazy people busy

to

invent

[

Makes You

Miserable.

who reads the newsknow of the wonderful
cures
made by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root,
the great kidney, liver
: and bladder remedy.
It is the great medi;
cal triumph of the nineteenth century; discovered after years of
scientific research by
Dr. Kilmer, the eminent kidney and bladde' specialist, and is
wonderfully successful In promptly curing
Ume back, kidney, bladder, uric acid troubles and Bright’s Disease, which is the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp-Root Is not recommended for everything but if you have kidney, liver or bladder trouble it will be found
Just the remedy you need. It has been tested
in so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to purchase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which all readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention
reading this generous
oner in this
paper and
send your address to a
Dr. Kilmer 8c Co., Bine- E
hamton, N. Y.
The
regular fifty cent and Home of Bwmmp-Root.
dollar sizes are sold' by all good druggists.

everybody
sure

to

Dont make any mistake, but remember the
name, Swamp-Boot, Dr. Kilmer's 8wamp-Rooy
and the address, Binghamton. N. Y*» on evert
bottle.

